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Abstract
The experience

of

unemployment

severe head in jury
phenomenologicaL/

r4ras

of

seven adults who sustained

a

the f ocus of this study. A cornbined

critical incidenL research

to gather information.

The experience

of

approach was used

unemployment v/as

categorized as follows: (a) ernotional high points and low

points, (b) assistance received in
whether

this

was perceived as

becoming employed, and

helpful or non-he1pful, (c) the

effecL of the injury, and (d) future career plans.

The

findings suggest that although each subjectrs'experience' of
unemployment. is unique, Lhere are some common patterns such

as

the emotional highs experienced at Lhe beginning of a job or
work assessment and the emotional lows experienced

failure of that

assessment

at

the

or job. Results also indicate that

most vocational int.erventions were perceived as

helpful.

The

disability resulting from Lhe injury generally contributed to
emotional lows

in the experience of unemployment.

had goals and plans

for the future.

Each subjecL

The research results

provide a basis for evaluati-on and recommendations for

vocational interventions for head injured adults. Directions

for further research into

employment

issues for adults who have

sustained a severe head injury are suggested.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose

experience
need

for

of

of this study is to

head

injured adults.

document

the

unernploymenL

ChapLer 1 establishes the

such a study, ouLlines the research question and

defines the terrninology used throughout the study. Chapter 2
reviews the pertinent literature, provides background

information on the disabling effects of head injury

and

considers the employment issues surrounding head injured adults.
Chapter 3 outlines the strategy

that

was used

to

implement the

study and includes an explanation of the phenomenological/

criLical incident research methodology, a description of

the

subjects, and the analyses that were used to assess t.he results

of the study.

Chapter

4 presents the data results with a full

description and analysis. In Chapter 5, the researcher
some conclusions and

specific

implications of the study, and makes

recommendations

for further research

Need
Head

draws

injured persons

for

and practice.

Research

who have experienced

brain

damage

frequently exhibit complex and multiple disabilities which

interfere with their successful entry into, or return to '
gainful

employment

following Lhe injury (Goldstein & Ruthven,

8

1983). Vocational rehabilitation
injured persons to attain

to assist

satisfactory

head

employment

goal

have

difficulties in designing suitable vocational

encountered

programs because

of the complexity of this disability

Lipsitz,

(Rosenbaum,

Sch¡nidt,

some

programs

1984).

Abraham, & Najenson, L975; Musante' 1983;

Oddy, Coughlan, Tyerman & Jenkins (1985)

suggesL t.hat unemployment among head

associated with problems

common

to

injured persons is

t.he unemployed, namely lack

of time structure, loss of social network, lack of goals, and
loss of ídentity or status. In addition, the head injured
person may have been affected by

loss of job ski11s due to

physical impairment, loss of cognitive skil1s, or by personality
changes, thereby compoundíng

the difficulty of gaining

l'/ith these Lhings in mind, this study will follow

employment.

the lead of other studies of

unemploymenL among

Amundson, 7984; Hansen, 1986) by
unemployment
Head

adults (Borgen &

exploring the experience of

for this particular populatíon.

injuríes are costly to socieLy because the majority of

victims are young and, if they survive the injury, have a
normal

life

expectancy (SCCSP, 1984).

If they are unable to

return to productive employment, they place an added burden
healt.h-care, soci-al services, and unemployment insurance

budgets. If Lhey have dependents, these

dependenLs may also

on

need

extra supporL.

education

Some

or Lraining in order to

There i-s a paucity

of

unemployment

address

individuals may also need specialized
become employable.

of research documenting the

experience

following head injury. Follow-up studies which

the issue of vocational

outcome concentrate on the

attainment of employment rather than the experience of
unemployment

Lhe

or

even t.he experience

of

re-employment following

injury. That there is recognition of the difficulties in

obLaining and maintaining satisfactory employment is evidenced

by the establishment of vocational rehabilitaLion programs

specifically designed for the head injured client (Rosenbaum et
aI., I97B; Schmidt, I9B4; Chance, 1986; Stonnington, 1986).
Bullington and Karlsson (1984) suggest that it is necessary

to

document. t.he experience

of

human subject,s

prior to

formulating theories about t.hat experience. Borgen and Amundson
(1984) and Hansen (1986) have successfully used the
phenomenological/

experience

criLical incident

approach Lo document the

of the unemployed. This approach at,tempts to

describe the world of the subject from the subjectrs point of

view.

The

experience

critical incident
of the subject

through the analysis

or

1ow

approach suggests

that

the

may be caLegorized and understood

of critical incidents

such as high points

points in a personts experience of a sit.uation.

The

research data are collected by interviewi-ng the subjecL. This

10

study appropriates this methodology by using the combined

critical incídent

phenomenologicaL/

approach

those who have sustained a severe head

injury

to determine how
experience

unemployment..

The purpose

of the study is to

documenL under

the following

categories information about the feelings of severely

injured adults with respect to their experience of

(a) their high points

and low points

head

unemployment:

within the experience, (b)

assistance they have received in becoming employed, and whether

they perceive Lhis assistance as helpful or non-he1pful, (c) the
perceived

effect of the injury on the experience of

unemployment, and

(d) future career plans.

documentaLion has been
been

0nce this

carried out, the groundwork will

have

laid for research into vocat.ional interventions that will

reflect

needs

actually expressed by the head injured.

typical description of the head injured includes comments
thaL Lhe rvictims' lack insight into their disability (01son &
A

Henig, 1983). The conclusion has frequently been made that

injured persons lack good judgement or

abilities

and

awareness

of their

limitaLions. A recent sLudy by Elsass

head

own

and

Kinsella (1987) questions this assurnption. Their results
ttfound

that the head injured were as able to perceive their

behaviour change

(i.e. recent behaviour

compared

with 3-5

own

years

earlier) as \^/ere the matched conLrols" (p.73). Their "results

11

lead to a questioning of the general assumption that people with
head

injury are incapable of

accuraLe perceptions and

must.

necessarily be excluded from self-report of changes in
inLerpersonal relationships" (p.76). This finding suggests the
phenomenoLoglcal/
method

for this

The view

critical incident

of the writer ís that

with regard to

research

we must ask head

injured

positive and whaL has been negative for

unemployment, becoming employed, or

becorning re-employed

what have been

is a valid

populaLion.

persons what has been
them

approach

following the injury.

trn/e

must ask

Lhem

helpful or unhelpful interventions in that

experience.

This sLudy is meant to act as a basis upon whÍch to
research vocational intervention strategies

for the head

injured. It acts as a follow-up study to similar
conducted by Borgen and Amundson (1984)
t.he experience

of

phenomenological/

unemployment

in that it also

using the

explores

combined

critical incidenL approach. This study,

however, takes a more detailed look

the adult category, the adult

injury.

research

at a parLicular

who has sustained

group within

a severe head

T2

Definition of

Terms

The following terms are defined as they

will be used in

this study (for definitions of varíous medical Lerms, please

see

the glossary of medical Lerms in Appendix J):

1.

Severe Head Injury.

commonly used
coma

is

a

scale to determine the 1evel of unconsciousness or

generally experienced by Lhe head injured person during the
Although some variation

acute phase of the injury.
GCS

The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)

of 8 or lower

is

common, a

on admission generally indicates a severe

closed head injury (Bond, 1983). Jennett & Teasdale (1981)
suggest

that a six-hour or longer period of

injury indicates a severe

head

injury.

coma

following the

As we11,

a duratíon of

posl-traumatic amnesia (PTA) greater than seven days is regarded
as an indicator of a severe, generalized head injury (Russe11,

I97L). Post-traumatic

amnesj-a

generally refers to the period of

time immediately following the injury, during which Lhe person
experiences severe shorL-term memory

loss,

and

for which

time

the person has a loss of memory. A question such as ttwhen did

will often

of

you

start to

PTA

(Proulx, 1983). Any of the above criteria as determined

remember?tt

dernonstrate the end

the

the subject I s physician will be acceptable as indicative of

by

a

severe head injury.

2.

Head

Injured Person. This will refer to

has sustained a severe head

someone who

injury as described above. Consent

13

was obtained

physician

to confirm the diagnosis with the subjectrs

"

3. Vocational Rehabilitation. Vocational rehabilitation
as defined by the International Labour Organizatíon (I973. p.4),

refers to the 'rcont.inuous and coordinated process of

rehabilitation which involves

Lhe provision

of those vocational

services, e.B. vocaLíonal guidance, vocational training

and

selective placement, designed to enable a disabled person to
secure and

4.

retain suíLable

employmenttt.

Unemployment. The term unemployment

refer to lack of

will be used to

permanent fu11-time employment,

i.e.

joblessness, inLermit.tent employment, employment in sheltered
workshops, subsidized employment

in

rvhich

part of the

employee's

salary is subsidized by an agency other than the employer, or
part-time employment. The period of
understood

injury,

unemployment

will

be

to refer to the period of time following the head

and

will

have lasted

at least three

months (see Chapter

3 re: choice of subjects). In most cases, it will 1ike1y have
lasted at least six months since each subject

six

months

post-injury in order to

rneet

must. be

at least

the criteria for this

study.

5.

tr'/ork

skills t,raining.

Tn Lhis sLudy, work sicills

Lraining refers to any type of training which teaches speci-fic
ski11s for a specific job or occupaLion. For example, cement

T4

finishing course, computer records skills,
packaging

6.

assembly

line

skills.

l^iork

adjustnent. This refers to the process of

work

skills training including general work habits i.e. puncLuality,
responsibility, communication, as well as specific skills to a
job area eg. cashier work, records-keeping.

training

may

trr/ork

adjustment

take place during a work assessment or training-on-

the-job position.

7.

Work placement., work

or job

assessment,

job trials,

work experience. These Lerrns are used, sometimes

interchangeably, to describe a period of assessment which fs

carried out in an actual work sett.ing and usually lasts from

four to six weeks. The individual

may

or

may

not be paid for

the work done, depending on which agency or program is involved

in arranging the assessment. Generally there is no cosL to
employer, only an agreement

to assist Ín assessing

the

individualrs suitability to carry out the job. Occasionally
work placement máy develop

the

a

into a longer term Lraining-on-the-

job positions and eventually

permanent ernployment. More

frequently Lhe work assessment is time-limited and does noE lead

directly into

employment.

B. Life ski11s.
ín

A program/class

for teaching basic ski1ls

communicaLion, budgeting, using comrnunity resources,

managemenL, and

home

respect for oneself and others. It usually

15

includes
include

some

aspect of learning to apply for jobs and may even

some work experiences

with various employers in the

community. Tt is frequenLly offered in community colleges
may be anywhere from

and

6 - 15 weeks in length.

9. Training-on-the-job (TOJ). This refers to an
employment subsidy program where the employer is subsidized for
part or all of the employeets

wage

for a period of time, and in

return agrees to train the individual in various aspects of the

job. It is offered by the

Canada Employment Centre and may also

be offered through Vocational Rehabilitation
Persons, a

joint funding

program

for

Disabled

offered by the federal

and

provincial governmenLs. fn this study, subjects used this

term

interchangeably with orientation to a new job. ü/ork orientation
has therefore, been included

in references to training on the

job.

10. Job search skills.
and sessions on resume

Various agencies offer seminars

writing, inLerview skills, contacting

employers. The only job search skí1ls course referred to

by

subjects in this study is Lhe Job Finding C1ub, described belorv.
11. Job Finding Club. This is a three week program for
developing job search ski11s as mentioned above.

It also acts

as a network for making employer contact.s.

12. \tlascana RehabiliLation Centre (WRC). This is the only

rehabilitaLion cenLre in southern

Saskatchewan and

is locaLed in

16

Regina. Individuals

who have sustained

a severe head injury

to this

would generally be transferred from an acute care cent.re

centre for rehabilitation with occupational therapy, physical
therapy, speech Lherapy, limited psychology services,

and

vocational rehabilitation services. The Career Planning
Development

and

Unit in the Centre offers vocational counselling

and

vocational evaluation for both in-patient.s and out-patients.
The counsellors may arrange

for work adjustment training,

referrals to employers, offer personal counsellj-ng
some limited job placement service with follo\,r-up.
13.
agency

Saskatchewan

and

make

offer

Abilities CouncÍl (SAC). This is

an

offering vocational evaluation, work adjustment or skil1s

training in

one

placements

in the

be cal1ed job

of its indusLrial

trials),

clientele of the
impairments

community

workshops, work experience

(usually six

weeks

and some job placement

SAC rnay

have

intellectual or

duration and

services.

may

The

emotional

or be multiply disabled.

14, Vocational Counselling. Vocational or career
counselling is the process of assisLing an individual to
discover his or her career int.eresLs and values and make plans

to attain his/her career goa1s. Counselling is usually carried
out by someone wiLh a background in counselling psychology,
social work, or other
may

human

services degree or experience. It

involve using standardized tests for interests, values

and

77

aptitudes. There may be any variety of individual or
sessions

to talk

abouL career

specifíc skills.

The

group

related topics or to learn

specific counselling agencies referred to

by the subjects were the counselling service at Lhe

I,{RC, a

psychologist employed by the Workers Compensation Board,
employment counsellor

at

an

Lhe Canada Employment and Immigration

Centre.

15. Vocatíonal evaluat,ion/assessment..

The process of

assisting an individual to discover his or her career interesLs,
values, aptiLudes, and specific job or work skills.

It

may

involve the use of st.andardized tests, boLh paper and pencil

tests as well
also include

a.s

the use of various job sample systems. It

some

short periods of time in an acLual

setting to assess ability to perform the job
may

dependíng on

work

demands.

not include a physical and work tolerance

may

IL

may or

assessment

the skills of the evaluator. As described in this

study, Lhe tr./o resources in.Regina are the vocational evaluation
service carried ouL by an occupational therapist aL
one week
SAC

in length),

carried ouL by

four

with a human services or education

weeks

in length).

16. Job placement. This is a service

sometimes carried

out by vocational counsellors to actually place

seLting. It

may

(usually

and the evaluati-on service offered by Lhe

someone

background (usually

hrRC

involve arranging for

someone

assessmenL andfor

in a job

1B

Lraining contracLs with employer subsidies as well as working

with affirmaLíve action

programs

offered by employers.

" Cognitive rehabilitationftraining/therapy. This is a
specific program of therapy for individuals who have sustained
17

brai-n damage due

to stroke,

head

injury, or other pathology'

planned and carried out by professionals

with a

background

or

speech

pathology. It

neuropsychology, occupational Lherapy
may

involve t.raining in areas such as

rnemory, concentration,

problern-so1ving, visuo-spatial perceptual

training, reaction

time.

Scale.

18.

Glasgow Coma

10

Glasgow Outcome

See Appendix B.

Scale.

in

See Appendix C.

CHÂPTTR

LITERATURE

II

RE\TIEI.J
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CHAPTER

II

LTTERATURE REVIETÙ

The followi-ng review

will focus on three areas that

both

illuminate the issue under consideration and demonstrate the
need

for research in this area: the disabling effects of

head

injury trauma, the vocational int.ervention strategies presently
employed, and employment

to

head

or

unemployment issues as

they relate

injured persons. Under the first caLegory will

described the incídence of head injury and

be

common demographics.

Vocational intervention strategies may include vocational

rehabilitation

programs which

offer counselling, work skills

training, life skills training.

The discussion

of

employmLnt

issues highlights the need for research on unemployment
head

among

injured adults.
Effects of
A head

Head

Injury

injury involves actual or potential brain

damage as

a result of a blow to the head, and includes a period of altered
consciousness (Jennett & Teasdale,

(1981) define a severe head
by

at least six hours of

19Bl). Jennett

injury as

coma

one

& Teasdale

that has been followed

(ttnot obeying

commands, noL

uttering words, and not. opening the eyestt, p.7B), either
immediately

after impact, or after an interval of

complete or

21

relative lucidity.

An

injury

may

vary in degree of severity

depending on the duration and depth

of

coma;

its effects

may be

diffuse or focal according to Lhe Lype of injury and the pattern

of neurologic signs present.; it
or

may

may be closed

or open, there

may

not be penetration or fracture of the skull resulting in

an open

wound;_

and

it

may be

with or without extracranial

injuries or complications (Jennett & Teasdale, 1981).
The National Head

Injury Foundation, Inc. (from

an

informational handout, not dated) describes a head injury
characLeristics and symptoms instead of defining it as

by

a

specific diagnostic entity (see Appendix A). Severe head

injuries result in a loss of consciousness,
duration of which is generally a

means

severity of the injury. The Glasgow
used

to determine depth of

Lhe depth and

of determÍning

Coma

the

Scale (GCS) is widely

coma (See Appendix B).

As stated previously, head Ínjured persons may exhibit

dysfunction in cognitive, communicative, emotíona1-behavioral,
and neurophysical

abilities

(Rosenbaum,

et al. 1978).

Any

of these feaLures of the disability "tends to make
Lhe total disabílity greater than the sum of iLs partsrr (JenneLt
combination

& Bond, 1975). ü/ork

activities are cited as one of the most

disrupted aspects of daily life (Bond, I975).

22

Epidemiologv

The incidence
because

of

head

injury is difficult Lo determine

the range of injuries included in this category varíes

from place to place. Annegers & Kurland (1979) in Lhe United
States Health Interview Survey report Lhat 4.7% of the non-'

institutionalized population had sustained a traumaLic head
injury; they estimated that only about O.37", however, had
experienced permanent damage of any

kind. Jennett

& Teasdale

(1981) report Lhat a daua bank of severe injuries from three

countries (Great Britain, Netherlands, and the UníLed States)
indicates that between 0.2% and 0.37. of the population of Great

Britain

and

because

of

Cupp,

of the U.S. is admitted to hospital

head

(in

each year

injuries.

Saskatchewan Coordinating Council on Social

Planning (SCCSP), 1984) states that in Canada 60,000 hospital
admissions per year are diagnosed as having a head

injury.

A

study done in Saskatchewan (SCCSP, 1984) reports that
approximately B0 head
1979

to

December

injuries per year (161 between January

31, 1979, and April 1,

1980

to

March

31,

1,

l9B1)

are severe enough to warrant hospitalization in a neurosurgical

unit.

l4ore recent

statistics from Saskatchei{Ian suggest there are

approximately 2500 incidents
(Saskatchewan Head

of

head

injury per

Injury Association,

1988).

year

23

Head

injuries are costly to society

because

the majority of

vícLims are young and, if they survive the injury, have
normal

life

expectancy (SCCSP,

a

1984). If they are unable to

reLurn to productive employmenL, they place a financial burden
on the health-care, social services, and unemployment insurance

systems. If they have dependents, these dependents
extra support.

Some may need

specialized education or training;

at present, there are few resources for
their skills in

employment,

may need

them

to

related activities.

upgrade and use
SLonnington

(1986) suggesLs that in the Uníted States, the medical cost for

treating the 750,000 persons who sustain head injury. each year
exceeds $6 bilfion; indirecL costs, which include consequent
loss of income exceed $22 billion.

l{oreover, according to

Stonnington, these figures do not even begin to approach the
psychosocial costs, for example, ttforced sales of homes,
depression, and loss of income by other family members" (p. 4).

0f the

161 cases studied

in

Saskatchewan 135 (84%) were

male, 58 (367.)'were 20 - 29 years of age, 84 (527") had finished

high schoof

(SCCSP,

1984).

These demographics

reflect

common

characteristics of the head injured as described in a study

in

MinnesoLa by Tobis,

Puri, & Sheridan (1982): (a)

707"

done

of

those surveyed were under 3l years of age, (b) 267. were female
versus 74% naLe, (c) they had fewer years of schooling (10.28

years) than average for Lheir age group (12.2 to 1-2.4 according
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Lo the United States Census
oLher social problems
unemploymenL,

for Lhat county), and (d) they had

at the

Lirne

of injury íncluding

alcohol or drug abuse, family conflict.

These

characteristics are similar to those described in studies
conducted

in

Gilchrist

& h/ilkínson, 1979).

England and Scotland (Bond & Brooks, L976;

Recovery

Recovery

is essentially a two-phase process

(SCCSP, 1984)

consisting of: A period of shock or diaschisis with arrest of

function in the areas of

to recovery of
of the

damaged

damage; and resumption

of function

due

area or other areas taking over function

damaged area.

Luria (1970) states that cognitive/behavioral function is
based on

the interaction of a

number

of cerebral structures

similar to a systems approach. Brain
interactive process affecting

1986). For

example, memory

damage

disrupts this

many tsystemst (Hayden & HarL,

or

speech

are

neuropsychological systems; some aspects

Lwo such

of the

system may be

unaffected, while other aspects may be severely affected.

individual

may be

The

able to re-learn some functions Lhrough

alternate neuronal routes if the

damage was

not integral to

Lhe

behaviour (Luria, 1970). Jennett & Teasdale (1981) suggest that
recovery may be described according

to five perspectíves:
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describing the process of recovery; assessing the outcome of
recovery; predicting the ultimate degree of disability; factors
which can influence recovery; and, understanding the biological
subsLrate

of recovery.

Jennett (in Rosenthal, 1983) states that biological
recovery aft.er several days may be due Lo resolution of
temporary structural abnormalities such as edemas and vascular

permeabiliLy. Recovery over

mont.hs

or years,

however,

a different mechanism. Regeneration does not occur to

extenL. Although axonal sprouting or restoraLion of

is likely
any

synapses

in cert.ain areas, it is questionable wheLher normal
function results. Most late recovery (after one month) is

can occur

1ikely due to functional use of alternative or

redundant

neuronal pathways. l4uch of recovery may be a learning process.
Jennett & Bond (1975) suggest Lhat much of the improvement

in those h/ith brain injuries

may be due

to adaptation to

the

disability rather than biological recovery from the injury.
Acut.e care

and prevenLion

patient

may

of

head

injuries focuses on life-saving

measures

of further damage. During Lhe acute phase,

exhibit

symptoms such as

the

loss of consciousness,

confusion and dísorientaLion, impaired memory, irritability,
headache, and

little
1983).

faLigue.

Assessment

at this st,age, however,

gives

indicatíon of the final outcome (Goldstein & Ruthven,
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Once

the patienL is medically stable, he or she

may be

involved in an active rehabiliLation program wiLh the overall
aim

of restoraLion

Lo maximum possible

function.

The extent of

recovery depends on numerous factors including the severity of

the injury and resulting cornplications, the age of the vicLim,
the duration of the

coma

and family support, the
communit.y

or the post-traumatíc amnesia, social

availability of rehabÍlitation

services, and the victimts cognitive status

and
and

motivatíonal leve1 before and after the injury (lValker,

Gilchrist

1966;

& Wilkinson, 1979; Jennett & Teasdale, 1981; Goldstein

& Ruthven, 1983).

Jennett.& Teasdale (1981) suggest that neurological
recovery is largely complete at six months, although

further recovery

may occur

in

some

functions for months or years

after that. A longiLudinal study by Jennett,
Brooks (1982) assessed the status
Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS)

and 18 months. The

GOS

to the categories of
severe

disability

assesses the

head

that

1eve1

&

injured persons on the
12 months,

functional st.atus according

good recovery, moderate

a1. found that 902 of the persons
had already achieved

of

Snoek, Bond,

at 3 monLhs, 6 months,

(See Appendix C

some

disabilíty,

and

for description). Jennett et
assessed

at

12 and 18 months

of function at 6 months.

Another study by Bond & Brooks (1976) assessed the status of
head

injured persons on the GOS for a

measure

of

g1oba1 outcome
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as well as assessed them on the ldechsler Adult Intelligence

Sca1e. These results agreed with the observaLion that the major
portion of recovery occurs within the first six

months.

Permanent dysfunction

A head

injury

may

result in

permanent dysfunction

in

physical abilities, cogniLJ-on, emotional and psychological

function, language or

speech

abilities.

Neurophysical Function
Neurophysical changes may be present
weakness

or alLeraLions in

in the form of

muscle Lone and

control. It

muscle

may be

exhibited as a herniparesi-s, cranial nerve deficiL, or a brain
stem syndrome

with cerebellar and pyramidal signs (Jennett &

Teasdale, 1981). This may affect the personrs rnobility,
balance, coordination, sLrength, or manual dexterity. Sensory
changes may be present

in varying degrees. Epilepsy is

occasionally present and may be a delayed complication.
Cognitive Function
Cognition refers to those processes by which people take

in, store,

and

utilize inforrnation. Perception and memory are

two of the major processes (Gianutsos & Grynbaum, 1983).

Alertness or av/areness, aLLention span and the ability to
concenLrate, problem-so1ving,

abiliLy to learn may all

spatial orientation,

have been affecLed by the

and the

injury
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(Luria, L973; Oddy, Coughlan,

Tyerman, & Jenkins, 1980;

Rinehart, 1983). Several authors have suggested that

Lhe

cognitive dysfuncLion by itself or in combination r'¡ith other
dys.function, is more disablíng than physical dysfunctíon

(Jennett & Bond, 1975; I'lajenson, Grosrvasser, Stern, et a1.,
1975). Goldstein & Ruthven (1983) note that "brain damage has

the unique characteristic of not only producing deficits but
also generating impairment of the adapt.ive characterÍstics
requíred for coping with those deficitsr' (p.18). These

functions are also called ttexecutive functionstt (Leland,
and

refer to skills

such as the

1986)

abílity Lo generalize learning

from one situaLion to the next, and the ability to be flexible

in

response

to changing situations.

Communication ( Speech)

Dysfunction may

exist in

one

or several forms of

aphasia,

both receptive and expressj-ve. The muscles of the speech
mechanisms may be affected resulting ín tincoordinatedr or
aLaxic speech (dysarthria). The respiratory musculaLure may

be

affected resulting in reduced volume in breathing which in turn

affects the ability to speak (GoldsLein & Ruthven,
Najenson

1983;

et al., 1975; Rinehart, 1983; Rosenbaum et a1.,

7978).

EmoEional/Behavioral

This area includes personality and affective changes.

Some

behavioral disturbances may manifest themselves as i-mpulsivity'
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diminished self-awareness, agitaLi-on, or lack of social

inhibition responses; or as affective disturbances

such as

depression, anxiety, or 1ow self-esLeem (Goldstein & Ruthven.
1983; Lishman,

1978). Goldstein

& RuLhven (1983) also poinL out

t.hat when there appears to be some discrepancy between what
seems

to be the personIs poLential abiliLy t.o function

or her actual level of function, it
interaction
the brain

between

may

reflect

and his

some complex

the premorbid personality and the nature of

damage.

It is apparent thaL the disability experienced by the
injured person

head

multiple and complex and may vary a
great deal from person to person. Even persons who have ruhat
appear

may be both

to be similar injuries will exhibit a unique pattern of

dysfunction.

The combination

of the dysfunction

makes

of the

uniqueness and complexity

it difficult to predíct what type of

vocat.ional intervention strategies would be most helpful to
head

injured person. Tt is suggested that one must have a

picture of the personts experience of
head

a

injury before

unenployment

following

one can begin Lo research and establish

appropriate inLervention strategies to improve employment.

possibiliLÍes.

a
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Vocational Rehabilitation Intervention

Definition
Llright (1980) has described rehabiliLation as the process

of helping a disabled

person

to live rewardingly. Vocational

rehabilitaLion is that aspect of rehabilitation that focuses

on

the goal of. employment regardless of rernuneraLÍon. The process

of vocational rehabilitation typically involves an intake
assessment.

or intervier,r, an evaluation, a services component

which may include Eraining
and

for specific slcills

and counseling,

finally job placement and fo11ow-up (Maki, McCracken,

& Scofield,

Pape,

1979). Vocational rehabilitation agencies offer

broad spectrum

of services, usually including

a

vocati-onal

counseling, access to training funds and programs, vocational

evaluation, work ad.justment, job placement and fo1low-up (l4aki

et al.,

1979;

Ifright, 1980). Avers and Norris (1985) sugsest

that traditional vocational rehabilitation strategies are

not

effective with brain injured clients. fn recent Years various
agencies have begun
persons and

to identify rhe needs of

head injured

to design vocational rehabilitation

tailored Lo this group

(Chance, 1986).

prograns
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Tvpes
Common

of Vocational

Assistance

Strategies

Vocational intervention strategies commonly consist of

one

or more combinations cf assisLance including:
1. vocaLional counselling
2. vocational evaluation of interests, values, aptitude
testing;

may

include

some work sample assessment; may include

extensive assessnent in a workshop setting

3. life skills training
4. work experience or work adiustmenE training
5. education

may

or specific classes to

include upgrading (adu1t basic education)
enhance employability

or to

make up

for

lost skíl1s
6. financial assistance is available through various
programs primaríly Vocational Rehabilitation for Disabled
Persons and Canada EmploymenL and Immigration; various agencies
may

apply for fundíng on behalf of the individual

7. cognitive retraining or rehabilitation is

sometimes

available through or during Lhe general rehabilitation unit
adminisLered by professionals such as psychologists, educators,
speech

pathologists, or occupational therapists

8. job placement services
9. other specialized techniques
management,

such as environmenLal

training in functional life-skills

routines.
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Resources

rehabilitaLion strategies are occasionally

These vocational

available as a comprehensive integrated program similar to the
two programs described below. However, in SaskaLchewan,

frequently the type of assistance available to Lhe indÍvidual
comprises only one

or

tl./o aspects

of these vocational

interventions, and whatever assistance is available

may

offered in a few cenLres. The vocational rehabilitation

that are available to

head

injured persons often are

only

be

programs

designed

for those individuals with mental dysfunction or purely physical
dysfunction and do not address the unique needs of the head
injured person (BarLel, Brownstone, Gaastra'

In the SCCSP study (1984) oniry 2/69

19BB).

surveyed had received

formal vocational rehabílitation assistance. Chance (1986)

reports that there \,/ere only 50 comprehensive programs for the
head injured

in the

UniLed SLates

in 1980; t,here are now ap-

proximately 4OO. He also noted that only 15,000 out of 300,000
head

injure{ per year receive assistance in these centres.

Neither do all programs address the whole range of vocational

services.
head

However,

it

appears

that

more and more progra¡ns

for

injured persons are includíng a varieLy of techniques and a

holistic

approach (Chance, 1986; Stonningtion, 1986; Ben-Yishay,

et a1., 1987).

Some

vocaLional prograns

techniques which are being ernployed by

for the head injured and may have

ôô

implications for enhancing employability include: cognitive

trainíng, functional or life skil1s traíning,
management, personal and group

teaches

skills in attention,

environmental

counselling. Cognítive Lraining

memorr', problem

like. Functional ski11s training

addresses

solving and the

the need to learn or

re-learn routines such as self-care, housekeeping,

activities, personal
management atLempts

communication

skills.

consumer

Environmental

to reduce the effects of a personts

lÍmitatíons by modifying the surroundings. For

example,

reducing the noise and stimulation in the immediate work
environment may reduce

a personts confusion and improve the

ability Lo concentrate.
Examples
Rosenbaum

of Vocational Rehabilitation

Programs

et a1. (1978) describe a vocational

rehabilitation project for brain injured soldiers in a sheltered
community

setting in Israel. The goal of the program \{as to

train the residents to acquire a vocation

and the appropriate

vocational behaviour. The authors indicate tllat all patients
shorued some improvement

as evidenced by the acquisition of

specific work slcills, grorvth ín cognitive function,
psychological adjustment (i.e. increase in self-esteem),

social f unctioning.

However, r,rhen

and

patients were required to

qeneralize their improved performance to ruorking in the
community

at large

Lhey experienced some marked

difficul-ties. fL

a/,

J*

appears

to

that

something more was needed

to assist the indj-viduals

becorre ernployable.

of

Schmídt (L984) describes the program

Community Re-EnLry

Services, Inc. of Lynn, MassachusetLs, which provides

instruction for

head

injured persons in cognitive remediation,

adaptive social and vocational behaviour, independent living

skills,

and pre-vocational and vocational

completion

traini-ng.

of the program, clients are expected to

Upon

have acquired

ínformation on, and slci11 in, living independently, finding
making use

and

of the opportunities in the labour market, evaluating

alternatives. lJo
mention is made in the article of the subjects t success or lack
Lheir

of

own

slcills,

success

and exploring vocational

in gaining employment upon completion of

the

prograrfl.

Ernployment Issues

Since work

activities are cited by both researchers

head injured themselves as being one

aspects

and the

of the most disrupted

of daily 1ife, it is evident Lhat it is important to

design successful vocational interventions

for the

head injured

(Bond, 1975; SCCSP, 1984).
Ret.urn

to

l^/ork

Several studies describing the post-injury sLatus of

injured persons

show

head

a wide variation in the number of subject.s
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who were successful

rate ranges from

in returning to work.

40%

to

The return-to-work

99Z, (Fernandez, 1967;

Gilchrist

&

Itli1kinson,1979; I^leddell, Oddy, & Jenkins, 1980). Humphrey and
Oddy (1980) reviewed eleven posL-war studies on ret.urn

to

work

afLer head injury. They noticed a marked variation in returnLo-work

rate frorn study to study and concluded, moreover, that

researchers had not studied quali-ty

of work í.e. the level of

ski11 required in comparison to the subjectrs pre-injury occupa-

tions.

They suggested

that

many

of those who returned to

work

could not cope with their former jobs and were flounderíng ín
unsuítable jobs and that more comprehensi-ve study of the
employmen! problems

of

head

injured persons is therefore

needed.

The study

of

head

Saskatcher^ran (1984)

that

one

injured persons by the

in

reported that head injured persons believed

of the most persistent

problems associated r.'¡ith the

injury Í/as a concern with financial
same

SCCSP

and employnent

status.

The

report. also found that only 2 persons out of 69 surveyed

had received formal vocational

rehabilitation assisLance.

The

scarcity of vocat.ional resources for head injured persons is

clearly a problem.
Barriers to

Bmplovment

There seems to be some conLroversy over which residual
problems hinder employment. Bond (1976) and Oddy, Humphrey,

&
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Uttley (1978) found return to work to be influenced more by
physical disability than personality or cogniLive deficiLs.

0n

the other hand, Levin, Grossman, Rose & Teasdale (1979) found
Lhat a high post-injury unemployment rate was attributable to.

cognítive deficits.

that

trrledde11, Oddy, &

Jenkíns (1980) reported

non-workers had a higher incidence

personality deficits.
disturbances were

Fahy

of both memory and

et a1. (1967) found Lhat psychiatric

common among unemployed head

Evidently, the experience of
researched from the perspective

injured

unemployment needs

of the

head

persons.

to

be

injured person.

staLed by Linge, himself a psychologist who has experienced
head

injury,

"One can have some understanding

to be blind simply by closing one's eyes; yet
person understand what

As

a

of what it

means

a

normal

how can

it feels like to be brain

damaged?"

(Linge, 1980, p.4).
Factors Affecting Unemployrnent

In addition to the

concerns regarding unemployment and head

injured adult.s noted above, it is important to bear in mind that
Ehe problems common
head

to

unemployed

adults are likely Lo affect

injured adults as well (Oddy, Coughlan,

f9B5). Physically disabled persons
bodied persons

in that they need

have

Tyerman & Jenkins,

similar

employment

needs

to able-

for financial

reasons, Lo esLablish social relationships, to give thern meaning
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in their lives,

and

to provide a strucLure for Lheir

day and

life (Acton,1981)
Amundson and Borgen

(1982) developed a "roller coasterrl

to explain emotional reaction to unemployment. According
to this model, Lhe feelings associated wiLh unemployment may
model

roller coaster (see Figure 1). Amundson
and Borgen (1982) suggested that the loss of a job represents a
resemble an emotional

signíficanE emot,ional loss and that the unemproyed person, in
dealing with the loss of a jobr frây go Lhrough st,ages similar to
the stages in a grieving process as well as feelings directly

related to job search activiLies.
Figure 1. The ro11er coaster model of emotional reaction
unemployment (Borgen & Amundson, IgB4,

Lo

p.7).

RE.EM PLOYMENT

GRIEVING PROCESS

JOB LOSS

ii

¡BURN-I

JOB SEANCH:

OUl

¡

EXTENDED
UNEMPLOYMENT
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It is the writerts observation
sustained a severe head

injury

LhaL an

individual

lvho has

must deal rviLh the loss of

function as a result of the head injury, and then with the loss

of a job. Prigatano (1986) suggests that the
adjustmenL

emoti-onal

to these losses frequent.ly includes an anxiety

or

catastrophic reacLi-on, denial or minimizíng of deficits,
depression and aggression. The experience

of

unemployment

following a head injury is therefore, closely bound up rvith the
experience

of being head injured

and rvith

incurred as a result of that injury.

all the

It is

losses

suggested,

therefore, that the emoLional roller coaster of job loss and job
search

activities

may be

similar for all

but that the job loss stages

may be

head

injured adults,

closely bound up with the

feelings associaLed with the head injury and the disabilities

that result from it.
A more recent study by Borgen, Amundson, and

described the ro11er coaster model

Biela (i987),

for a group of physically

disabled persons. One sub-group which emerged from the larger
group included

six brain injured persons, one paraplegic and one

hemiplegic (CVA). In this group the individuals had sustained

Lheir disabiliLy rvithin the lasl

t\^/o years and none had rvorked

since the onset of the disability.

Energies were directed

tolard accepting their disabílity rather than being directed
t.or'¡ard

job search act.ivities.

Two

major t.hemes emerged as

a
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result of two major losses--the physical loss

and the loss of

occupation. This resulted in loss of ídentit.y, loss of

financial securíty, loss of
for the fut.ure.

purpose

There was also

a

in life,

theme

and loss

of

hopes

of frustration in re-

learning tasks; this was most acuLe for the braín injured. This
ÞatLern was predicted

to be similar for

some

of

Lhe subjects

that were interviewed.
Horvever, those

who

are

some years

the time of their injury and have gone through

away from

repeated periods
placernents
compared

indivÍduals in this study

of job search and work assessments

or

only Lo be faced with no job at the end may be

to another group in the

same

study. This

group

consisted of one brain injured person, one with paraplegia,

with hemiplegia, and three

who had been

blind since birth.

Their paLtern of emotj-onal reactions demonstrated that they
committed

search

one

lvere

to the idea of work and r\Ìere persistant in their job

activities despite repeated failures

and rejections and

feelings of discouragemenL and hopelessness. They continued to
be hopeful

for

employment and found support

for their efforts

from job search groups and retraining.
A

third group in

Borgen eL

a1.rs study (1987) consisting of

four people with hemiplegia, three people with paraplegia,
with quadriplegia,
and one brain

tr,/o persons who were

one

blind due to an illness,

injured individual, were also committed to the
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of rvork. This group hotuever, had become discouraged
to repeated job losses and did not continue to job search
concept

regularly or to

hope

for employment. It is

individuals in this study

may be compared

suggested thaL

due

some

to this group of

individuals.

cite l4aslow's needs hierarchy
and Herzberg's theory of job satisfíers and job dissatisfiers
Borgen and Amundson (1984)

offering

some

insighc to the emotional dynamics of

l{aslow suggests that needs

as

unemployment.

at the lower level of the hierarchy

(i.e. physiological needs) must be satisfied before those at

the

higher levels (i.e. esteem needs) can be met. Herzbergrs Lheory
would suggest Lhat t'work represents a

significant life event in

of...defining a self idenLity" among other need fulfilling
issues (Borgen & Amundson, 1984, p. 9). It is the writerrs
terms

observation that nany head injured persons struggle to find

their

new

identity after the injury, describíng themselves

as

being "different" from before the injury.
Other factors suggested by Borgen & Amundson may have

significance for head injured persons:

1. Individual personality variables. Factors
internal or external loci of control

seem

such as

to play an important

role in determining reactions Lo unemployrnent,. In this
it is noteworthy thaL individuals

who spend weeks

or

regard,

months

in

4I

health-care setting frequently learn patterns of dependence

and

lose their ability to act auLonomously (Hayden & I{art, 1986).

2. Financial situation.

People who do noL have financial

securíty such as savings or support from relatives/friends
often experience increased sLress.

3. Social support system. This is a key factor in helping
people

to successfully survive the experience of

unemployment.

Supportive i-nteraction on a daily basis from family and friends
seems

to be of major importance in helping people Lo cope

successfully and to keep persisting in the process of job
search.

4.

FuLure expectations. People seem

ability to
when

make

to feel that their

long Lerrn plans for the future is under attack

they lose their jobs. This appears to be a particularly

poignant point for persons with head injuries since they often
do not know themselves what are

their skills

and

limitations

following their injury and are unable to predict what the future
may

hold for

It is

them.

suggested by the

menti-oned above may

head

writer that any of the factors

affect people who have sustai-ned a severe

injury but that they may be intensified or complicated

the disabling effects of the head injury and the person's
attempts to adjust to the disability itself.

by

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY
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CHAPTER

III

I,,IETH0D0LOGY

The purpose

of Lhis study is to

document informaLion about

the feelings of severely head injured adults surrounding their
experience of unemploynnent: their emotional high points and lorv

points; the assist,ance they have received in
and whet.her

this assistance

was he1pfu1,

becoming employed

non-helpful, or

inconsequential; the perceived effect of the injury on the
experience

of being unemployed;

this informatíon has been
been

and

future career plans.

documented,

the groundworlt ivi1l

Once

have

laid for research into vocational interventions that will

reflect

needs

actually expressed by the

This chapter will seek to give
on the phenomenological/

head injured.

some background

critical incident

approach

information

to

research,

describe the subjects of Lhe study, the instrumenLation Lhat

was

used, and outline the procedures for analysis of the data.

of a pilot inLervierv suggested a few changes to the
inLerview questions and these rvere incorporated into the design

Completion

of the study.
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Background

The

intent of the researcher

was

to follow as closely

as

possible the phenomenologicaL/ crítical íncident approach
developed by Borgen & Amundson (1984)
unernployment experience

supplemented by

in their study on the

of adults. This

approach

was

a struct.ured interview similar to that used in

Ilansenrs study (1986) on the unemploymenL experience of

learning disabled young adults. It is suggested that the
structured format of the interview yielded nore comprehensive
data on the head injured than the use of open-ended questions

alone. It is also

suggested

that a phenomenological/ critical

incident approach enabled the researcher to capture

more

accurately the essence of the feelings of the head injured isith
respect to their experience of unemployment. According to
EcÌ<artsberg (1971), the researcher must

find out rvhat is

relevant to the individual within his or her life-matrix.
ouestion of relevance is parLicularly applicable to the

injured

because each head

Von

injury is unique in its

The

head

complex of

function and dysfunction. The phenomenological or self-report
method

is

used

to ttlet the world of the describer or more

concretely, the situation as it exists for the subject reveal

itself through description in an unbj-ased way" (Giorgi, 1975, p.
l4).

The

critical incident

approach also al1ows the viervpoint

of the subject to be expressed. This

combíned approach

is

a
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powerful technique Lhat enables the researcher to gain direct
access

to the experience of

unemployment

for

head injured

persons.

The observation has frequently been made

persons lack good judgement
and

that

or ah/areness of their

head injured

own

abílities

limitations. A recent study by Elsass

questions this assumption. Their results

injured h/ere as able to perceíve their

(i.e. recent behaviour

compared

and Kinsella (1987)
ttfound that the head

own behaviour change

with 3-5 years earlier) as were

the matched controls" (p.73). These "results lead to

a

questioning of the general assumption that people ruith

injury are incapable of accurate perceptions

head

and must

necessarily be excluded from self-report of changes in
interpersonal relationships" (p.76). This finding supports the
use

of a phenomenological/critical incÍdent study for this

oopulation.
The Phenornenological Approach

The following elemenLs noted by Gicirgi (1975), and

described by Borgen and Amundson (1984), comprise the
methodological requirements

1. Fidelity to the

for a phenomenological

phenomenon

st.udy:

as it is lived. Research

analysis in this study is based on verbatim data collected
during an interview r,¡ith the subject and thus meets the
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requirenent that the aspects selected for study are understood

within Lhe context of the subjecLfs life.

2.
that

Primacy

daLa

of the life world.

collection

musL

Phenomenologist,s suggest

take place pri-or Lo trexplanations

and

theoretical interpretations of any kÍnd" (Giorgí, I975, p.99).
Classification of the data into categories and neaning units
therefore took place following data collection in order to

retain the primacy of the 'life-world'.
3. Descriptive approach. DescripLion is regarded as Lhe
main technique, t,herefore the interview was designed
open-ended questions which encouraged

to

ask

the subject to describe

his or her experience.
4.

The expression

of the situation from the viervpoint of

the subject. This criterion points out the necessity for

collecting the data from the
from a

head

injured person rather

than

relative or worker associated lvitir the individual.

5.

The

situation as a unit of research irnplies

a

strucLural approach. The data in this study \ras analyzed,
on the context

of the subjectfs

based

experience.

6, Biographical emphasis.
'rAccording

to the

phenomenological approach, one comes to

the general or the universal by going through the
biographical and not by avoiding it.

Consequently, the key
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terms

to be employed must be developed after contact with

Lhe data and

not before" (Giorgi, 1975, p.101).

This requirement was met by gathering the daLa from the

individual and

anaLyù.ng

the Lext following the data

collection.

7.

Engaged researchers.

and summarized, the

After

each intervi-ew was classified

results were checked with the subject in

order to determine the accuracy of the summarizing process and

to

check

that it reflected the subjectts

B. Search for
"The value
access

meaning.

meaning.

of the

phenomenological approach

it provides to

interrogating the

meaning by

oualitative aspects of

is the direct

(Giorgi, I975, p.102).

phenomena"

QualiLative research by its nat.ure, enables Ehe researcher to
search

for the meaníng of
The

A

experience.

Critical Incident

critical incident is a ttseL of

direct observations of

Approach

procedures

human behaviour

in

for collecting

such a waJ¡ as to

facilitate their potential usefulness in solving practical
problems and developing broad psychological principles...an

incident is...any observable
complete

activity that is sufficiently

ín itself to perrnit inferences

made about

327),

human

and predictions

to

be

the person performing the actt' (Flanagan, 1954,

p.

By using

critical incidents, the researcher can collect
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concrete ínformation on what helps or hinders a group of people

in a specific situation. This technique is considered powerful
because, like the phenomenological methodology, the criLical
incident technique allor^¡s Lhe viewpoinL of the subject to

be

expressed.

The researcher gains access

to the critical incidents

by

askÍng the subject to describe the "first low point...exactlv
rvhat happened and why

it

?'first high point...rvhy
1984,

p.13).

One can

was so

difficult for you" and then

j-L was so

helpful"

the

(Borgen & Amundson,

j.n Ehis way elicit information regarding

the high and low points in the subject's experience of
unemployment.

Critical incidents

can also supply information

about rvhat the subject perceives as helpful

or non-he1pfu1

i-nterventions to assíst him or her in gaining, employrnent.
Once

specific information

lvas

elicited, at least tlo

observers made a judgernent regarding the incident

classified it.

The

and

objectiviLy of the judgments or

observations is accepted when a number of independent observers
make

the same report or judgement (Flanagan, 1954). In this

r'ray

the classification of the critical incidents evolves into

categories.

"Once

a classification system has been

developed

for any given type of critical incidents, a fairly satisfactory
degree

of objectivity can be achieved in placing the incidents

in the defined categories" (Flanagan, 1954, p.335).

These
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incidents must t,hen be studied in light of a relevant principle

behaviour. ïn this study, reference t.o principles of
human behaviour took into account the ttroller coastertt model of

of

human

the emoLional experience of unemployment, the factors affecting
that. experience, and the particular employment issues

confronting adults with severe head injury described in
chapter 2.
The researcher assessed incident.s according

críteria while they were being collected.
criteria take

Lhe form

behavíour reported?

of questions

(b)

r+ere

such

Some

to certain

of

these

as: (a) is the actual

all relevanE factors in

situation given? (c) has the subject

made

a definite

the
judgement

regarding Lhe criticalness of the behaviour? (d) has the subject
made

it clear just

rvhy

the behaviour is believed to be critical?

(Flanagan, 1954, p.342).

Subjects

Inclusion criteria
The subjects

of this study are

seven persons who have

sustained a severe head injury (see chapter 4 lor a detailed

description of the subjects). The criteria for severe head

injury follorved the definition gíven by Jennett

& Teasdale

(1981), i.e. an injury that is followed by aL least six hours of
coma,

or Bondrs definitíon that a Glasgow Coma Scale of B or
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lower on admission generally indicates a severe head injury

(i983). This dÍagnosis was confírmed by a qualified physician
in

each case"

Subjects chosen for t.he study \^rere at least. six months

post-injury

because

a head injured person experiences the

majority of recovery by approximately six months after the

injury (Jennett

& Teasdale, 1981).

The subjects chosen had been unemployed for
rnonths

or

had a hisLory

of

Unemployment, as defined

unemployment

at least three

follorving the injury.

in chapter 1, includes subsidized

employment, part-time employment, sheltered ernployment. Note

that in

most cases the subject \^/as unemployed

for the entire

period of time following the injury, that is, at least six
months.

The subjects were

at least 20 years of

age and less than

40

years of age because this age reflects broadly the demographic

that
age

head

of

injured persons are

young

20 was chosen as the lorver

at the time of injury.

limit since it

ruas

subjects 19 or younger r'¡ould líkely have had little

The

felt that

opportunity

to gain employment experience.
Since the formaL

it

was decided

communicate

of the study involved an oral intervierv,

to limit subjects Lo those

orally. Several subjects

difficulties but

were able

to

r'¡ho were

able to

had mild speech

communi-cate.
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Sampling technique

Subjects were solicited through the Saskatchewan

Head

Tnjury Association and through referral by agencies in Regina

offering

employmenL

services for the disabled. Referral

agencies rvere informed

of the prerequisite criLeria of

diagnosis, âBe, and unemployment period.
The subjecLs and the
and

referral agencies were informed orally

in writing that this study \{as approved by the University of

ManiLoba Graduate Studies Ethics Committee, and

that it

i^/as

being conducted in partíal fulfillment of the requirements for

of Education in educational psychology. They were told
that the purpose of the study t'/as to exami-ne the unemployment

Iuiasters

experience

of head-injured

persons following

their injury.

Instrumentation

After potential subjects agreed to be intervierued, the
researcher conLacted them and fu11y explained the study.

The

explanation stressed that the researcher r"ould interview

t.he

subject f.or 45 - 60 mínutes to discuss his or her experience of
unemployment

following the head injury; that participation in

the study was voluntary and could be terminaLed at any t.inne;

that all interviews

rvould be audio-taped; and

that information

gathered would be kept confidential and used only
purposes.

for

research

a
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Data rvas collected

also asked to fill

ouL

via oral interview.

The subject

a brief questionnaire to give

was

background

data such as age, sex, marital status, employment staLus,

and

educational staLus" The interview with the researcher consisted

of a set of questions

designed

to collect information on the

subjectts' experience of unernployment following his or her

injury.

The

interviel

was

head

audio-taped. Following the data

collection from all subjects, each interview r{as summarized by
the researcher. This

summary was

then reviewed with the subject

to ensure accuracy of transcriplion

and

of

meaning.

Background Questionnaire
Demographic data on age, sex, mariLal

injury,

1eve1

of education,

and employment

status, time of
history

rvas gathered

on each subject through an information questionnaire (see

D). Following the assessment of the pilot i-nterview,
an additional question r.¿as added to the questionnaÍre: (a) horv
Appendix

long were you ernployed prior to your injury, and (b) name the

jobs you have had, if any, since your injury. The first
cuestion allowed the researcher to est.ablish what was the
ernployment experience

prior to the injury.

The second question

acted as a background for the interviel question which asks the

subject to describe the

injury.

unemploymenL

period since the time of
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The Int,erview

Basis for questions
The questions

in the oral interview

were derived and

adapted from Borgen and Amundsonrs study on t.he unemployment

experience

of adults (1984),

and from l{ansents study on the

of learning disabled young adults
questions r'¡ere further refined after a discussion

unemployment experÍence

(1986).

These

vrith trvo career counsellors and one occupational therapist all

of

whom

are career planning specialists working with physically

disabled adults (BarLel, Brownstone, & Gaastra, 19BB).
Development

The

of

questions

first three questions r+hich ask the subject for

a

descriptíon of the experience of unemploymenL, are based on the
model

of the

critical incident methodology
and Amundson (1984). Hansen (1986) adapted

phenomenologícal/

developed by Borgen

Borgen and Amundsonts Ínt.erview questions

for a group of

learning disabled young adults by structuring the interview
cuesLions more

specifically. During the discussion

r^¡ith the

panel of career development experts in the Career Planning
Development

(Bartel,

Unit at

lnlascana

Rehabilitation CenLre in

Brorunstone, & Gaastra, 19BB),

it

rvas noted

and

Regina

that

learning disabled persons and head injured persons are similar

in that both are affected by some measure of brain damage.
panel revielved the quest.ions from Hansenrs study, elimínated

The
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some and adapted

others.

The panel agreed

that specific

questions concerning the Lype of assístance be raLed on a scale

of 3 for helpful, non-helpful,

and made-no-difference. The

panel also suggested thaL the first quesLion needed to be broken
dor¿n

into several short questions as per the interview

schedule

attached in Appendix G. This was done because "some head injured
persons have a tendency

to the topic"

and have

to be verbose

and an

inability to sticlt

difficulty in following

more than one

instruction at a time (Bartel, Brorvnstone, & Gaastra,

1988).

Follorving the pilot inLerview, the questions iuere reviewed.

r'¡ith the subject being inLervierved and with the two independent
observers who were assisting

It

was suggested

to read:

that question 1.a.

t'Please describe

experience

in the assessment of the
and

inLervier'¡.

b. be slightly

changecl

in as much detail as possible your

of being unemployed following your

head

Include holv you came to be unemployed and describe

injury.
any

since the time of the in jurytt. It

ivas

also suggested t.hat. question 1.f. be -changed so as to ask

more

employrnent you have had

specifically

rvhat the

effect of the injury

was on being

unemployed: rt\'Jhat effect has your injury had on your
unemployed? I-lave

being-

there been physical changes vrhich have affected

vour being unemployed? Have there been cognitive (intellectual,
memory, concentration) changes ivhich have

unemployed? Have there been emotional

affected your being

or psychological

changes
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which have affected your being unemployed?". QuesLion 5

is

1ísted as asking for the subject to suggest what help he would

like to

have

had. During the pilot interview, this

one general question and

It

was suggested

was asked as

did not elicíL any specific

answers.

that the interviewer be jusL as specific

wiLh

t.his question as lvith the previous quesLion, i.e. ttwould you
1i-ke

to

have had any

financial help; if so, please descri-be",

and so on.
The interview

Subjects were interviewed for 45 to 60 minutes (see

G). During that time, they rvere asked to describe
their unemployment history in as much detail as possible. They

Appendix

were asked

to recount their entire

unemployment experience

following their head injury with particular reference to the

significant positive and negative events in this
All interviews

were audÍo-taped.

experience.

All participation

was

voluntary, and Lhe subjects were free to refuse to answer anv
ouesLion wit.h which they r^/ere not comfort.able.
was lcept

All inforrnation

confidential and used only for the purposes of the

research study. Subject.s were asked to sign a consent form

prior to
summary

commencing

the intervierv (refer to Appendix E).

A

of the results of the study will be made avaj-lable

Lo

the subjecLs and the referring agencies upon completion of this
sLudy.
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Telephone

Subjects

rn/ere

Summarv

contacted a second time by telephone to

review a summary of the interview. This requíred approximately
20

minutes.

The summary h/as given

to the subject

one week

to the telephone ca1l. This exercise of validating

prior

the

interview was done Lo ensure that the researcher captured the
essence

of the

subject.

unemployment experience

The summary r{as present.ed

as described by the

to the person as a r¿ritten

transcript.
0ther instruments
The Ethnograph
To
program

assist with the organization of the data, a

computer

the ELhnograph (Seidet, Jolseth, & C1ark, 1985)

ruas

employed. This program is designed to assist the researcher to
anaLyze

text,

letters, or
to be

r^¡hether

it be inLerview transcripts,

open-ended quesLions from

analyzed

is typed into the

i.e. only the left half of the

questionnaires. The text

computer

page

researcher may j-nsert informaLion

docurnents,

in a specified

format

is used. At Lhis point,

relating to the identity of

Lhe subject and contextual comments. This ensures

that

each

time a segment of text is extracted it comes tagged rvith this

idenLifying information.

the
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Independent 0bserver
The researcher enlisted the assistance

of

one independent

observer Eo analyze the inLerviews. This included checking the
accuracy

of the writt.en

summaries agaínsL Lhe audio-taped

interviews, using Lhe rating sheet to identify emotions relaLed

to events and t,o confirrn identificaLion of the all other
categories such as assistance received, effect of injury.
observer also assisted

The

in identifying and categorizing critical

incidents as posiLive or negative. The observer

i{Ias

a health

care professional rvith at leasL one year experience ín working

with

head

injured adults.
The

One

Pilor InLerviel

subject i\ras involved in a pilot study so as to assess

the interviewing style and adequacy of the questions. In
addition to the intervier*¡ questions, Lhís subject was asked for
feedback on the
changes

clarity of the questions and suggestions for

to the questions.

The subject answered
be

at

ease throughout Lhe

seemed Lo have

accompanied

all questions readily
interview. It

difficulty identifying

evenLs. The researcher

and appeared to

was noted

ernotions

made

carefully for expression of feelings in
and

any

he

or feelings

that.

a note to listen

subsequenL intervietvs

try to elicit identification of those emotions

subjects.

that

fronn the

5B

Questions from the

pilot inLerview

observers. Suggested

trvo independent

are noLed above (see p. 4I-42).

pilot inLerview are attached in

Some

were also revierved rqit.h

changes

to the

questíons

case study quotes from the

Appendix

I.

Analysis
Fo1lor'ríng

the collection of data from the audio-taped

interviews, t.he researcher transcribed the interviel¡s
summarized

the conLents of the Lext,. This

and

summary ivas revierved

lvith the subject to ensure accuracy and compleLeness in the
summarized

text

and

to ensure accurate reflection of

intended

meaning

An analysis

of the intervíews

aid of the independent observer,

was then

who

carried out with the

assisted in the

establishment of the descriptive categories i+hich best
represented the information gathered during the intervieiv.
These categoríes

reflect the feelings concerning the

of

the critical incidenLs of high points and

unemployment,

experience
lorv

points in this experience, and the interventions which the
subject classified as helpful, non-he1pfu1, or made-nodifference.
The format,

for data analysis closely

used by llansen (1986) i^rith some additions

follor^¡ed the approach

to

a11ow

for
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informaLion specific to this sLudy concerning head injured

adults. It consisted of five steps:

1. (a) Protocol or transcrÍpts that

summarized

the contenLs

of the interview text.
(b) Validity
íntervíel

check on the meaning

reflected in the

sunnmaries. This was established through assistance of

the independent observer

r'¡ho checked

that the

summaries

accurately reflected the statements and intended meanings
expressed by Lhe subjecL. Each subject also reviewed the

intervier^¡ summary

to

check

that it reflected

Lhe intended

meaning.

(c) Relíability
summaries were reviewed

completeness

in

checlc on

the meaning units. All

with the subjects to ensure accuracy and

Lhe summary.

2. (a) LisLing all emotional shifts

and related situational

factors on a ratj-ng sheet developed by Borgen & Amundson
see Appendix iì), and adapted by the researcher

specific to this sLudy.

Components on

to include

data

the rating sheet

included: enotions experienced, events or behaviors

specific emotions, tirne

(1984,

sequence involved

accompanying

with occurrence of

part.icular emoti-ons, job search strategies employed, assistance
received and horv it was rated, the effect of injury
experience

of

unemployment, and

future

goa1s.

on
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(b) Validity
percentage

of

check on the emotional

summaries

rating sheet.

A

with the accompanying completed rating

sheeLs were randomly selected

to be reviewed with the subjects.

The researcher explained how information was derived from the
summaries and asked each subject

to

commenL

on whether the

emotion identíf ied r,¡ith the event l,/as accurate.

(c) Reliability check.
summaries was

The analysis

of the intervierv

carried out with the aid of one independent

observer who rvas trained

to

complete the

rating forms, and

assisted throughout the analysis. It r'/as expected that if there
were any disagreemenLs
emotions related

discussed

with respect to identification of

to specifi-c events, t.hese would be thoroughly

until, if possible,

reached" A reliability score

3. Rating sheets

some

satisfacLory agreement

was

rvas obtained.

were reviewed

in order to identify

and

categorize critical inci-dents. The incidents rvere sorted
according to posÍtive or negative categories. A reliabilitv
check was established by the independenL observer who also
checked t.he categories

4.

to establish accuracy of

t.he same.

Demographic and oLher data was tabulated and described.

This included: grouping perceived effects of the injury
unemployment according

to physical, cognitive,

on

and emotional;

job search activiLies including the type of assistance received;
employment

related facts including salary before and after

6I

injury, type of

ernployment before and

1eve1 before and

after injury; educational

after injury; age, sex, marital

staLus.

5. Finally, a holístic description uLilizing a1l measures
summarized

the overall experience of unemployment for

head

injured adults accordíng Lo thernes that evolved from the data.

CHAPTER

RESULTS

IV
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CHAPTER

]V

RESULTS

This chapter rvill present the research findings i-n

seven

sections lvhich serve t.o descríbe the unemployment experience of
head

injured adults. A preliminary section will discuss the

limitations of this study
reliability.

and Lhe threats

The information presented

to validity

and

in this chapter is

integration of Lhe data collected utilizing the

an

background

questionnaires, t.he individual interview summaries, the analysis

of the rating sheets,
secLions are as

to

and the diagram

sheets.

follows: (a) A description of

anaLyze t.he dat.a

in the interview

The seven
Lhe steps taken

summaries, the rating

sheets, and to identify and categorize the critical incidents,

(b) a brief biographical sketch of

each

subject, (c) a composite

figure which illustrates the subjects I emotional reactions to
unemployment,

(d) a description of positive

and negative

critical incidents r¿ith a rank-ordered list of incidents
factors which led to the positive and negative emotional
changes,

(e) a table of

or

demographic data regarding age, sex,

marital status, and dependents, (f) a discussion of the rating
sheet analysís using tables to indicate pre-injury and post-

injury

ernployment

status, levels of educati-on, effects of
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injury,

and assistance received, and

(g) a summary of

research findings. Steps taken to ensure validity

reliability will be described

the

and

where applícab1e.

Limitations of the

SLudy

Subject Samples
The sample

for thís study rúas obtained by soliciting

referrals through agencies and by inviting those so referred

t.o

participate in the study. This sample contains at least three
possible sources of bias:

1.

The agencies who

referred subjects

may have

inadvertently screened referees despiLe having been informed of
the inclusion criteria for the study

2.

The use

of agencies as a referral source may have

resulted in the screening-out of head injured adults

not been involved with those

3.

The use

r^rho had

agencies

of volunteers for a research sEudy may lead to

bias since volunt.eers "may be more moLivated in generalrt
1981,

(Gay,

p. 99).
Validity

Construct validity
ttConstruct

validity is the

degree

to

rvhich a

an íntended hypoLhetical construct" (Gay, 1981,

test

measures

p. 1,I2)"

The

constructs that form the basis of this research study are t.hat
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head injured adults experience unemployment
ways as non-head-

in

much

the same

injured adults (Acton, 1981) while at the

same

time experiencing unernployment in unique ways as a result of the
head

injury ítse1f

and

its

(Prigatano, 1986; Borgen,
Content

consequent disabling effects
Amundson &

Biela,

1987).

validity

Design

whether the

of the instrument.
test items truly

developer intended

to

rrContent

sample

validity focuses

all the tasks the test

measure" (Dyer, 1979,

p. 130). In this

study, a combined phenomenological/ critical incident
was used

on

to explore the experience of

unemployment.

injured adults. A semi-structured interviel

for

approach
head

method was chosen

in order to enable the researcher to collect a combinatíon of
objective and in-depth informatíon abouL the sub.jects

(Gay,

). It j-s assumed that a self-report instrument such as the
interviel is a valid method for collecLing data about the
1981

experience

of beíng unemployed from this population (Elsass

&

I(inse11a, 1987). As was noted in chapter 3, the interview
questions were broadly based on the studies of unemployment
experience done by Borgen & Amundson (1984) and by

(i986).

They r'¡ere

also tested with a pilot study subject

discussed wiLh a panel

p. s0).

Hansen

of career specialists (see chapter

and

3,
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fnterview summaries. Two validiLy checks were incorporated

in this

sLudy

for the

purpose

of the interview reflected

of determining whether the

whaL was

summary

actually stated by the

subjects and whether it v/as an accuraLe description of Lheir
experience

of unemployment. The independent observer compared

the written i-nterview summaries lvith the audio-taped interviews.
The subiects also checl<ed the interview summaries

of content

and accuracy

for

accuracy

of intended meaning.

Rating sheets- The analysis of the rating sheet

as

completed by Lhe researcher and Lhe independent observer

reviewed rvith Livo (297.)

of the subjects

and

that the analysis accuraLely reflected the

results

rvas

suggested

emotions and events

experienced by the subject.s.

P,eliabilitv
Design

of the research

method

Reliability refers to "dependability or trust\,/orthiness'?
(Gay, 1981, p. 116). Estimating the reliability of
questi-onnaires and interviev¿s

is difficult since it is

extremely

difficult to obtain repeated measurements and so estimates of
internal consistency are usually inappropriate (Dyer,
Techniques

for

enhancing the

1979).

reliabiliLy of questionnaires

and

ínt.erviews generally focus on how to write good quest.ions and
accuracy

in coding

and tabulating the data (Dyer,

1979).

these reasons it was decided that a pilot study should

be

For

on
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undertalcen before proceeding

with the main sLudy.

The

pilot

study indicaLed Lhat some of the questions requÍred

clarification

and expansion (see chapter

3, p.54).

DespÍte

these checks, once the data had been gaLhered, rveaknesses in

trvo

other areas became apparent..
Terminology.
v¡hich terminology

Some

subjects appeared to be confused about

to use in describing the varj-ous types of

assistance that Lhey had received during their period of
unemployment. Although Lhe researcher defined t,he terms
used (see chapter

to

be

1, definition of terms), the subjectsrans\,/ers

that not all of them consistently understood this
t.ermj-nology in the same lvay. This confusion may have arisen
suggested

from a r^¡eakness in the intervier¿ questions. Subjects may also
have been confused about the nature
rece

j-ved.

assigned

of the actual assistance

To malce matters r{orse, dif f erent agencies have

different

names

researcher at.tempted

to similar types of programs.

The

to caLegorize the varíous types of

assistance by correlating each subjectrs description of the
assistance with the definitions as used in this study.
Time Sequence/ Time

Lines.

Some

uncerLaint.y exists as to

the reliabílity of the time lines. Time lines were established
by aslcing the subjects wiren certain specific events took place.

ft

became

evident that. cert.ain emotions or feelings

were

recurring or ongoing, and Lhat therefore subjects could not

6B

assign specific dates to them. In one instance, the subject cut
t.he int.erview short and so

it

I^Ias

not possible Lo confirm the

time sequences with him at that time. In addition, six of the
subjects reported

some

difficulty in remembering. The

researcher therefore established times by comparing the actual
dates given by the subject with her own estimates of the time
sequences based on

the content of the rest of the intervier.v.

Since each intervierv sumaary was subsequently checked by the

subject for accuracy and completeness, it may be

the researcherts

summary

of the time lines

assurned

and dates

that

was

reasonably accurate.

Inter-rater Reliability
Inter-rater reliability
independent observer

Steps

between

is reported in the data given

here.

in the Analysis of the Data
Intervierv

The

the researcher and the

oral interviels

Summaries

lì¡ere transcribed and summarized

into

a

r,¡ritt.en format by the researcher.

Validity

checl< on

interviev¡ sumnaries

An independent observer (an occupational

experience

in

head

injury rehabilitation treaLment)

oral interviews v¡ith the writ.ten summaries.
significant

therapist ruith

word had been missed

checked the

She noted

that

one

in the analysis of inLervieiv
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ü18 (hesitant). This word was added. Apart from

this

one flav¡

the independent observer considered the summaries to be an
accurate reflection of the meaning expressed in t.he oral
intervierys.
Each intervier,¡ summary was given

to the subject to

check

for accuracy and completeness. A follov¡-up telephone call to
the subject in most cases (6) and a personal conversation in one
instance confirmed thaL the written sum-maries accurately

reflect.ed the oral interviev¡s. Subjects were also given the
opportunity aL this point Lo change, to add, or to delete
anything in the written summary. l'lo one did so, and the r^¡ritten
summaries remained as transcribed by

the researcher.

RaLing Sheet

All the rating sheets r{ere completed by the researcher
the independent observer. They

and

\r¡ere completed separately and

then thoroughly discussed so that all the categories included

the ratíng

sl'reet, could be analyzed and

on

that particular attention

could be given to emotions and accompanying events or behavj-ors.
Further discussion of the rating sheet analysis togeLirer rvith
accornpanying

table to illustrate the data can be found

belov¡ on

oage BB.

Emotions/ accompanving events
These

or behaviors/ time

three categories were analyzed toocther so that. the

interrelationshios betl¡een

an

them could be understood rnore
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accurately. In
the subject

many instances Lhe Lime sequence

was quiLe vague,

referring

reported

more Lo some ongoing or

recurring emotions or events than t.o specific tines. fn
case the interview

\^/as

by

one

cut. somewhat short and therefore the t.ime

elements were not revi-ewed wiLh the subject.

Other categories
These

Ínclude: job search st.rategies, assistance

and the rat.ing given

received

to that assistance, contributíon of

injury to the subjectts being unemployed,

and

the

future goals of

the subject. Following the interviews and the review of the
summaries, several more categories were added: desired

assistance in becoming employed (more than or different from
what was received), personal values having some influence on the

experience

of

unemployment, and

a further category dealing with

the subject's recognition of reasons for or realization of being
unemployed.

Validity

check on

Two ( 297")

of

rating sheet with selected subjects
Lhe

rating sheets analyzed were

randomly

selected by the researcher to be reviewed with the subjects for

accuracy.

a minor change regarding one
incidence of the identification of the emoLion of rrfrustrationtt.
One subjecL suggested

The oLher subject stated

that the ratj-ng sheet

was an accurate

identification of all areas--emotions, evenLs, Lime, assistance
and

rating, job search acLivities, effect of injury,

goa1s,
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desired assistance, realization of unemployment, and personal
values.

InLer-rater reliabilitv

All the

iLems

check

in the categories on the rating

for agreement between the researcher
observer. The caLegories of emotion, event,

checked

combined and

sheeL were

and the independent.
and time were

treated as one category. The agreement rate for

this category was 97.I7.. All other categories
rate of I0O7.. 0vera11, there

had an agreement

was 99.67. agreement betr¿een the

researcher and the independent observer on the rating sheets.

It should be noted that there

was considerable discussion

the observer regarding the entire

between t.he researcher and

rating sheet. Both found the identification of all categories
except the emotions to be straightforward. Both based their

identification of emotions,

where possible, on emoLions

been expressed by Lhe subjects and

were implied

or evident from the
Critical

that

had

labelled emoLions where these

conLexL

of the interview.

Incident,s

Reliabilitv
Following the analysis of Lhe rating sheet,s, a second
review was carried out by both the researcher and the
independent observer

to establish the critical incidents,

positive and negative.

An

inter-rater reliability

also carried ouL. The rate of

agreemenL was

check

96.I%.

both

was

Again,
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considerable discussion took place regarding the nature of the

critical incidents and this contribuLed Lo the high inLer-raLer
Further discussion concerning the positive

reliability.

and

negative critical incidents can be found below on page 79.

Biographical Sketches
AlLhough the

results of the research apply chiefly to the

group as a whole, t,he group

iLself is small

description of each subjectts experience of

clarify the general discussion. For the
subsequenL di-scussions, Lhe subjects

numbers frorn 1

will

and so a

brief

unemployment may

purpose

of this

and

be idenLified by

to 7. Note that the original interviews

and

transcripts were labe11ed with randomly assigned numbers.
#1, Male, Age 24, Single, Injured August 1985
Thís subject began his description of his
experience with

his discharge frorn hospital.

unemployment

He had been

hospitalized for approximaLely four months. Shortly after
discharge, he moved into his own apartment. He attempted

t.o

return to work but was unable to perform the duties of his job.
Thereaft.er he underwent. various work assessments (four weeks or

longer) but these met with 1iLt1e or no success. He has also
received vocational counselling, and some vocational evaluat.ion,
and has taken

completing

part in a life skills program.

He

is currently

his grade twelve in an adult basic educaLion

program.

IJ

Although he wants
appears

to

to

pursue

a career in the computer field,

have considerable

fear and apprehension concerning

his ability Lo function in fu11
wonder

he

Lime

rfeven now

work:

if--how long I can keep up a 40 hour

I stil1
I

week job.

probably do it for a month or two, but I dontt knowt'.

could

He also

to be obsessed with the fear of continuing to lose his
memory: "just oh, anoLher big chunk fof memory] just
appears

disappeared...what if it keeps happening, and I end

up

wíth

negative knowledgett.

#2, Age 22, Male, Single, In.iured September

1987

This man spent approximately four monLhs in hospital then
was discharged

to his motherts home.

and frustraLed

with the lack of activity and his immobility

did not have a driverrs license).
apartment

ín the city during the

He soon became depressed

He moved

into his

(he

own

summer and has since

participated in a vocational evaluation and received vocaLional

counselling.
for

He does

not appear to be actively planning to look

work having stated only Lhat hetd

like to

be working or

going to school by the following spring. He is now receiving
insurance monies and appears

looks for work:

right
have

now so

??Ifm

to be satisfied

getting liability

Lo waiL before

he

insurance and pension

itts not too bad--that runs out next

SepLember so

to get a job before thenrr. The researcherrs overall

impression v/as thaL he exhj-bited a somewhat

flaL affect with

I
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little

ernotíona1 commitment Lo

his stated plans for job or

education"

#3, Age 31, Ma1e, Single, Injured July
The subjecL began

his description of his

experience by recounting how he sold
moved

to Regina,

rehabilitaLion.
he was settled

his

presumably following
He

1980

unemployment

house

in

Vancouver and

his hospitalization and

did not discuss his time in hospital.

into his

new home

in Regina, he realized that his

insurance money was running out and Lhat he needed Lo

job.

He found one

Once

find

a

within a few monLhs and worked t.here for

eighteen months before being

laid off.

This event appears to

be

the beginning of the real "ro11er-coaster" period of his
unemployment. He had

to

depend on

financial support and this

social assist.ance for

appeared

to

generaLe

in him strong

feelings of frustration and shame. He did not doubt his ability
Lo work but was

suiLed Eo his

frustrated that he seemed unable to get a job

abilities that would pay a good wage: "It

everyt,hing Lo me to work. I{hat could

donft

know what

search

I can do'r.

acLivities on his

and evaluaLi-on

services.

f do? ...what can f

He persisted

own and

means

do?

I

with a variety of job

utilized vocational counselling

He underwent several work assessnents

(four to six weeks), and aL least one period of training-on-thejob (up Lo one year in length), and took some educational and
skills training but

was

still unable t.o find a full

time
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job.

ful1 time, and feels a sense
of achievement and has regaÍned his confídence: ttltrs the besL
permanent

He

job I ever had in

is

my

now employed

1ífe. I

have

tCause Itm making more money and

to say that, I really

would.

I donrt. have to work t.hat.

hardtr"

#4, Age 29, Male, Single, fn.iured June

1985

This subjecL's program of vocational rehabilitation

following his discharge frorn hospital was a

somewhat more

structured experience than LhaL of the other subjects. This

difference

may be due

to the fact that he had a vocational

rehabilitation counsellor assigned to him by the
company (hlorkers CompensaLion). The

insurance

evident goal of this

counsellor $/as to enable him to return to work as soon

as

possible or, failing this to decide whether he should be

classified as being permanently disabled. For this reason the
subject was referred to a community agency for evaluation
was

put through a series of job trials which lasted six

each. At the
pension

of

until

end

of this time,

age

65. This action has caused

he was

told

hím

figure out what. to do wiLh the rest of his life:

to...I

was 28 years

weeks

he would be given

purpose and meaning. He has since floundered,

we11, who wants

and

a

to feel a loss
trying to
I'f felL 1ike,

old at the time, here ftm

28

years o1d, and Irm reLired? I--what purpose do I serve in life".
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#5, Age 22, Male, Single, Iniured March 1987
This

cenLer.

rnan

spent over a year in a hospital and rehabilitation

He experienced discouragement and depression as

resulL of his long hospital stay and slow recovery. His
and sense

of relief

upon

his díscharge

soon changed

a

hope

to despair

as he realized that he was simply noL able to do many of the

things he had been able to do prior Lo his injury--even
seerningly simple thíngs such as Laking care

of things

around the

house. Since his discharge he has been involved in a supervised
physical fitness program. At the time of the interview, he
looking forward to going through a work training program.
impression gained by the researcher was
somewhaL

was

The

that this individual

passive in his approach Lo job search activities.

was

He

simply accepted Lhe assessment of others regarding his ability

to return to work: "they told
to work until I
However,

it

me

I wouldntt be able to go back

improved my physical strength and my rnemoryt'.

appeared

that although he was planning Lo take some

type of vocational training, he was sti11 in the process of

grieving over his loss: ttinadequacy ...because I cantt do what

I

used

more
can

t

to do, the memory--it makes rne feel like Ifm crippled

or less...sadness that lfm not the

t wai-t f or all this to

passrt.

way

I

used

to be. I
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#0, lee 28, Male,

Mat

This person appears Lo have
and

its effects,

and appears

come t.o terms rviLh

his injury

to be confident of his ability

Lo

obtain a job in the near future. I{e was discharged from

hospital after a four-month period, and has since had a

job (one month duration) with his former ernployer.
i^Jhen that job ended (completion of the job), he obtained some
temporary

part-time work. I{e is
and hopes thaL

now

enrolled in a cement finishing course

his former employer will take him back.

I{e

experienced some anxiety regarding finances and being unemployed

after his discharge from the hospital, and again after his
temporary job ended. At the time of the intervi-ev¡ he r,uas doing
well in his
looking.

cement.

classes and rvas confident and fonvard-

He regards

his struggles positively, believing that it

is important never to give up,

and

to

r'¡ork hard and lceep busy.

aid him in his process of recovery and in
his pursuit of work: ttff there \ras any struggle for life, I had
These values seem to

the edge". In fact, it appeared that he regarded the
experience

positively,

developments such as

even-tempered:

t'...it

anything, itts done

si-nce

it

had 1ed

to various positive

his entering a new trade

and becoming more

fthe injury] hasn't hurt
me more

ruhole

me

at all, if

of a favour than harmtt.

7B

#7, Age 28, Male, Single, Iniured Julv
This

man

1980

also appears to have irad a lengthy period of

hospitalization, of rehabilitation, and of therapy as an out-

patient.

One

of his first job-oriented activities

was to

parLicipate in a life skills program nearly three years post-

injury.

He subsequently took

adult basic education for

two

years interspersing iL wiLh periods of work assessment or
employment.. Ile then toolc

further education in

semester) and religious education (one

to fínd

he was strugg-ling

some

summer

accounLing (one

year). It

appears that

vocaLional dírection. Ile then

underwent some work assessment and held some short.-term jobs but

did not appear to succeed in obtaining any fu11-time work.
appeared Lo have an overwhelming

abilities

I-le

loss of confi-dence in his

a fear that potential employers would consider
to be retarded: t'...like I said I wanted to worl<, but I
and

him

couldn't get a job; so was that confirming those people who put
me dor'¡n because

I

r

had a head

rea11y was durnb...maybe

injury

maybe

I cantt worktt.

theyrre right,

maybe

He eventually

participated in a job-finding club which gave him a sense of
renewed confídence

in his skills.

four-day-a-iveek job as a
him

He then obtained

skills to

present

junior clerk. This has confirmed to

that he has the ability to hold

enough

his

compete r^rith

dor,¡n

a job and that he has

his peers at

work.
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Composite Figure

Subjects were asked to draw diagrams which depicted their
experience

of being unemployed

and downs (see Appendix

and

reflected their emotional

L for individual

ups

diagrams)

Occasionally the diagram appeared to skip some events that lvere
mentioned

that
was

in the intervj-ew r,¡hí1e seeming to stress

may have been mentioned

only briefly in the interview. It

quite evidenL that the subjecLsf emotional highs

corresponded rviLh periods

of

employment

(including temporary job

or work placements) and that their emotional lows
Ëo

something

l,¡ere relaLed

the loss of employment or to the failure of a r,¡ork placement

Lo lead

to

permanent employment.

Although the individual diagrams did not
experiences?r occurring

at the

same

subjects.

"same

time for each person,

events and emotional experiences díd seem Lo
diagram (Figure

reflect

occur.

comnon

A composite

2, p.82) suggests an overall pattern for all

The díagram suggests a

roller

coasLer model of

positive and negative emotional shifts associated with critical
incidents in the experience of

adults.

unemployment

Those incident.s r'¡hich occurred

(see Figures 3 and

4)

were assumed

for

head injured

at least three ti-mes

to describe a common

experience. From this, several incidents lvere then cornbined to

simplify the diagram and give it a more coherent f1or,¡. It

felt that this

added

to the

common

r'¡as

pattern of the experience

and

BO

did not compromise the individual experiences. Thus, the
positive events of recovery and hospital discharge
combined; personal values, support
set.t.1ement. were

assisLance and

and financial

also combined. Negative event,s of lack of

financial

concern rvere also combined.

The incidents are described

rather than a tirne line

phases"

of others,

were

in terms of 'rcritical incídent

because

the sequence of events

varied from person Lo person. The first tlo phases and t.he last
phase

reflect a conmon

first event for

Hospitalization

rvas the

everyone followed by sone recovery, therapy and

discharge. The final
who

ti-me sequence.

phase

is a type of resolution. For those

attained a permanent job, it appeared to be a resolution of

the emotional roller coasLer. For those
.-iob,

it

was

who

failed to attain

a

a type of resolution with negative emotional

impact. Flowever, none of the subjects in this study who failed
to attain a job sar,¡ this as the end of the road. In one \^/ay or
another, they continued to hope and Lo struggle to
employed

or involved in

The other phases
sequences

for

each

some meaningful

become

activity.

in the middle varied in times and

subject.

The

realization of losses due to

the disability occurred several times--fírst during the period

of hospiLalizaLion, agaÍn after the
tried to

resume

his life,

person was discharged and

and often again

of a work assessment or loss of a job.

at the time of failure

The beginning

of a ner,'¡

B1

work assessment and

the subsequent failure to attain a

permanent

job are two phases which generally followed each other and

were

a recurring cycle.

ïn Figure 2 the line

above the centre indicates events

associated with posiLive emotíons and the

line

below the centre

indicates event.s associated wiLh negat.ive emot.ions. In
cases there was a mixture
Lhe

of positive

and negat.ive feelings but

overall pattern vras either negative or positive.

of the positive
been

and negative curves

some

of the roller

arbitrarily chosen. A varieLy of

The depth

coast,er has

emot,ions !/ere associated

with each critical incident and these are listed in the key on
the second page of Figure 2 (p. 83). Each subject drer.y a rvide
range

of depths of ernotional highs

and lows

in his

diagram.

This did not always appear to be a reflection of Lhe intensity

of the emotion; it

was raLher

of the paper on v¡hich the
no r\ray to determine

apparent

a

a reflection of each personts

use

diagram \ras drarvn. Although there

cornmon

int.ensity of feeling, it

that there rrere definite emotional highs

was

and lows.

Therefore, a consLant. depth was chosen to depicL both

Lhe

negative and positive emot.ions.
The

criLical incidents

and the associated feelings are

identified in the key on the second

page

of Figure 2 (p. 83).
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Flgure 2

Grltlcal lncldent Phases

Roller coaster Model of crltlcal lncldent phases Assoclated
wlth Posltlve and Negatlve Emoilonal Shlfts

Contlnued Next Pâgo

x

confident, determined, hopeful, persistent

encouraged, strengthened, meaning, supported

of

self-esteem, shame, rejected, insecure

to Attain a Job

- discouraged, loss of meaning, loss of confidence, loss of self-esteem,

Fail

Atlain a Permanent Job
- future-looking, confident, optimistic, happy

Life Skills/ Job Finding Ctub
- supported, encouraged, increased self-esteem, confidence

confused

Lack of Assistancei Financial Concern
- loss of control, loss of self-esteem, frustrated, depersonalized, anxious

-

Personal Values/ Support from Others

Failure of Work Assessment or Loss of JobN
- deÞressed, angry, anxious, hopeless, isolated, loss

-

Start of Work Assessment or Job*

Recuning critical incident phases

K,

J.

L

H.

G.

F.

Loss of Structure
- bored, frustrated

E.

to Disabilityx
determined, depressed, anxious, isolated, insecure, grieving, useless, impatient,
frustrated

Oun Hcruse, Vehicle, Apartment, Driving License
- control, independent, happy

-

Realization of Losses due

Recovery/ Therapy/ HosÞital discharge
- encouraged, hopeful, determined, frustrated, relieved, haÞpy

Hospitallzation
- bored, grieving, confused, depressed, anxious

D.

C.

B.

A.

Flgure 2, contlnued. Key to Roller Coaster Model
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Critical Incidents
The subjects' emoLional highs and lows appear

to be linked

Lo Lheir experience of head injury as well as to their
of unemployment. In at least six cases, the injury

experience
was t,he

direct

cause

of

immediate unemploynent.

fn the

seventh

case, the person had been unemployed for a short ti-me prior to

the injury but has not been employed since that time. It might
be said

that in every case the head injury itself

was

the

one

critical incident which led to the other experiences of
unemployment. And,

in all cases, it could be construed

negative crit,ical incident thaL 1ed to unemployment

and

dù

a

to the

loss of physical and cognitive abiliLies.
Figures 3 and 4 (pp. 86 & 87) depict the rank-ordering of

incidents rvhich resulted in positive feelings and those which
resulted in negative feelings. The major events r,¡hich led to

positive feelings included securing a

new

job or beginning a

ner,I

ruork assessrnent; obtaining onets own apartment, house or

vehicle; recei-ving support and encouragement from famí1y and

friends;

in therapy; being discharged from hospital;

improvernent

life skil1s
receiving

programs which

some t.ype

resulted in increased confidence;

of financial settlement.

and

The major events

or factors which resulted in negative feelings included the
realizaLíon of the loss of abilities due to the injury; failure

in work placements or

Lhe loss

of a job; the loss of structure

B5

resulting from

unemployment;

a lack of

adequat,e assistance

lega1, financial, or vocational affairs; financial

in

concerns;

and the hospitalizaLion period and lengthy recovery time.

Figure

3. critical lncidents Associated with positive Emotions

A.

New job/assessrnent

G. Financial Settlernent

B.

Own apt./vehicle/license

H.

Personal Values

C. Encouragement

l.

D.

lmprovement/Recovery

J.

E.

Hospital Discharge

K. Activity

F. Life SkillsiJFC

L.

Skills Training/Education
Counselling/Evaluation

Opportunity for Change

Figure

A.

4.

critical lncidents Associated with Negative Emotions

Loss of Abilities

G.

Social Losses

B. Loss of job/assessment

H.

Failure to Obtain Job

C.

t.

Loss of Structure

Unfair treatment by employers

D. Lack of Assistance

J.

Pensioned Off

E. Financial Concerns

K.

No Driving License

F. Hospitalization/Lengthy
Recovery

BB

Denographic Data and Rating Sheet Analysi-s

iects

Sub

Inclusion Críteria
seven subjects were interviewed

for this study. Al1 met

the criteria for the study as outlined in chapLer 3. (See Table
1 for demographÍcs of the subjects). They rvere between 20 and
40 years
had

of age,

had been head

injured at or later than age 20,

all sustained a severe head injury (diagnosis confirmed by a

, were all at least 6 months post-injury, were all
able to participate in an oral i-nterview, had all been
physician)

unemployed

for at least 3 nnonths or had a history of

unemployment

since the ti¡ne of their injury.

subjecLs ivere employed

at

t.he tíme they were

Although

trvo

injured, both

long history of unemployment follorving their head injury

irad

and

therefore fit the criteria for the study. Although gender rvas
not a controlled variable, all subjects
Time since

iniury

r+ere male.

and t.ime unemploved

The time since

injury

ranged from 11 monLhs

to

100 months

(B years 4 months) with a mean of 46.4 months. The time
unemployed ranged from 11 months

to 93 rnonths (7 years 9

months), Mean = 36.3 monLhs (see Table
n=5 (717.) were unemployed

2). Other data include:

at the time of the interview

n=2 (297") were employed at the time
had been employed

for

of the intervier.r;

10 months, the other

for

B months

one

full-

a

B9

Table

1

Demographic Variables

Subjects

Age

of

Head

Sex

fnjured Subiects

Marital Status

Dependents

= 26.3

14
1

24

I'f

S

0

2

22

t'1

ò

0

J

31

t-{

q

0

4

29

t4

5

22

tf

J

0

6

28

l.{

M

3

7

2B

t4

0

0

tirne then part-time. These tvro idere holever, considered to

meet

the criteria of Lhe study, since they had experienced long or
frequent periods of unemplóyment following their injury
n=5 (777")

- (not the

same

as those who were unemployed at

the time of the ínLerview) had been unemployed for the entíre
time follovring the injury.

I'lote

that although some subjects

consi-dered a ivork assessment as employment,

under the category
used

in this study.

of

it actually fal1s

unemployment according

to the definitions
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Effects of inìurv
Al1 subjects had a physical disability as can be seen from
Table 3. Six also had a cognitive disability, narnely

memory

impairmenL. Related descriptions on Lhe part of the subjects
included ttslor,r thinkingrt, trnot thínking mentally enoughft. Two

referred to the psychological effect of being easily frustrated

or anxious.

AlLhough

all these ef fects

r,¡ere described as the

disability resulting from the injury, at least
Table

trvo individuals

2

Time Since Tn.jury/ Time Unemployed since Injury

Subjects

Time since

Injury

years/months

Time Unemployed
years/months

ola
JlJ

ala

r/2

r/2

B/4
I/B

3/0
3/5
1/B

0/n

0/n

B/4

7/9

3/s

9I
expressed

that their disability

experience

of being

had not affected

theír

unemployed.

Emplovrnent data

The employment data reported

in Table 4 reflect pre-

injury occupations and incomes and post-injury occupations
income levels. Six subjects were employed at the time of
injury;

one subject r^/as unemployed

at the time of injury

and

(he

had only been unemployed for 1 1/2 weeks and had a prornise of

being called back to the same employer in the spring).

subjects for the most part had worked either as
labourers (6) or in the ret,ail Lrade (l).
from 4.75/hr

to

14

manual

Their salaries

ranged

.35/hr. It should be nored rhar rhe time

for the listíng of these salaries is
income values are

The

between 19BO and 1987 and

not readily comparable across that span of

time. Although direct salary equivalencies

r,rere

not available,

the minimum \rage levels for those years range from 93.65 in

to $4.50 in

span

1985 continuing

to

1980

1988.

Educatíon

Table 5 reports educational levels attained pre-injury

and

post-injury. Four subjects had taken some type of educational
or training course follorving their injury;

one had plans for

further education; two had no plans for further

education.
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Table

3

Effects of Iniurv/ Perceived Effect on Unemplovment

(UE)

Subjects Physical Cognitive Psychological Effect/UE
1

weakness
vision

memory less patient
easily frustrated

yes

memory

yes

hearing

2

balance

3

hemiplegia

yes

4

balance
memory
anxieLy
speech
slowedincoordination
thinking

yes

5

wealcness

memory

yes

6

hemiplegia

memory

even-tempered

no

speech

i-ncoordination

7

injury
speech
l-eg

memory

Lhinking

no
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Table

4

Occupations and Income

Pre-Injurv (P-I) and Post-In.'iurv (Pt-T)

Subjects Pre-Inj. Pre-Inj. PosL-Tnj. Post-Inj.
0ccupation Income 0ccupaLion

Income

1 labourer

$8.00/hr

UE

social assist.

2 pipeline

$8.00/hr

UB

insurance

3

fin.

4 roughneck
5 retail sLore

$12.35/hr Clerk $9.00/hr
insurance
$10.50/hr tIE
UE
social assist.
$4.75/hr

6 labourer

$14.35/hr UE

7 labourer

$5.10/hr

cement

social assist.

Clerk $8.00/hr
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Table

5

Educational levels pre-inìurv and post-injurv

SubjecLs

Pre-Injury
(grade)

1

10

2

11

J

10

4

72

5

10

6

10

7

9

Post-Injury
(srade/descriotion)
12

(in

12

/ records

course

cement course

12/ religious/ accounting

Assistance recej-ved/
The types

process)

of assistance

illustrated in Figures 5,6,

rating

given

and how they were raLed are
and

7 (see pp. 97 & 9B).

FÍnancial assistance

All received

some

type of financial assistance whether from

insurance cornpanies, socÍa1 assistance p1ans, or parents,

all found this assistance helpful.

One person experienced

frustration with Lhe social assistance
anger

that the

and

syst.em; one expressed

government rvould give him

social assistance

buL
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r{rou1d

not give him a job; t\ùo cornnented on frust.rations with

insurance compensat.ion: settlements had been hard t,o attain,
and the

resulting

payment

insufficient to live on;

one

appreciated the financial assistance he had received from the
insurance company (V/orkers Compensation) but responded
negatívely to trbeing pensioned of f tt.

Vocational/career counselling

Six subjects had received
found

iL helpful

some form

and t,hree found

it

made no

difference.

(5), the Canada
Centre (CEC) (1), and a psychologist (1). 0f the

Counselling was given by counsellors at
EmploymenL

of counselling; three

hrRC

three who stated that counselling had made no difference,
had

in

mind the

CEC

one

counsellor, buL had made positive reference

earlj-er in the interview to the help he had received from the
counsellor at iJlìC. This counsellor had, for example, put him in
touch with the life slcills and job-finding c1ub. Another one of
t.he three had made

positive references earlj-er in the interview

Lo a counsellor who hadttgot [hím] goingtta fer¿ Limes, and

had

thereby apparently encouraged him to continue j-n his job
search.

Vocational evaluation (including work placements, .-iob trials)

Six subjects received
eiLher through

or job trials

some

l^/RC, CEC, rvorlc

type of vocational evaluation

placements through another agency,

Lhrough SAC. Three found

this evaluation to

be
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helpful;

one subject, however, found

placemenLs v/ere

no

that only some of

t.he ivork

he1pfu1. Three found Lhat Lhe evaluation

difference. Yet another appeared to

made

have mixed feelings

about the job trials (work experiences) he had been involved in;
he believed Lhat they could have been
arranged

helpful if they had been

later in his rehabilitation period when he i'¡ould

have

to learn more frorn Lhem, and if the counsellors

been able

involved had taken time to find out where his interests

1ay

instead of placing him into job trials without consulting him.
Other assistance

Five people mentioned ot,her assisLance, including support
and encouragement from

found Lhis

friends or family or co-worlcers.

A1l

to be helpful.

Educat.ional assistance

Four subjecLs had talcen some type

of educational

upgrading

or slcills training following their injury; all found this to
helpful.

Three who had completed

cornpleting

be

or were in process of

their upgrading felt Lhat it wasntt helpful in

itself, although it

had given them the opportunity

their grade 12 equivalency.

One person was

to

complete

in process of taking

a cement finishing class and was positive about the course.

Figure

5.

Types of Vocational Assistance

No. of Subjects

A.

Financial Assistance

E.

Education

B.

Vocat ional Counselli ng

F.

Life Skills Program

Vocational Evaluation

\r.

Training-on-the-job

Other (family/friend support)

LI

Job Finding Club

D.

I t.

Figure

No.

of

6.

Rank Order of Helpful Vocational Assistance

Subjects

DE
Type of Assistance

A. Financial
B. Other (support)
C. Education

E. Evaluation
F. Vocational Counselling
G. Training-on-the-job
H. Job Finding Club

D. Life Skills

Figure

No.

7.

Rank Order of No-difference Vocational Assistance

of Subjects

Type

of Assisiance

A. Evaluation
B. VocationalCounselling
C. Job Finding Club
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Life skills

program

Three subjects participated

all found thaL it

in a life ski11s

had helped them grow

program and

in confidence

and

self-

esLeem.

Trainíng-on-the-job (TOJ), including work orienLation
Although only two subjects reported being involved

it is possible that

some

of the other

referred to in the interviews
Both respondents involved

in

i.,rorlc

may have

in

TOJ

placements that

also been TOJ positj-ons.

TOJ had found t,he program

to

be

he1pfu1.

Job finding club (JFCI

This was the only job search sl<i11s class referred to

the subjects.

Two respondents had

finding club.

One found

enabled him
compose

a

participated in the job

this to be helpful

to gain confidence in his

own

resume and had given him Lhe

interview skills.

The other found

by

because

skills,

it

had

had helped him

opportunity to develop

that the club had made no

difference because he felt he was just putting in time.
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Sunnary

of

Rêsearch Fíndings

This section will summarize briefly the research findings
as they relat.e Lo the research question, that is, the emot.ional
highs and lows of uhe subjects' experience of unemployment tire

type of assistance they received, their percepLions of the

effects of the injury, and their future

goa1s.

Emotional Experience
The emotional highs and lorvs

a result of their experience of
described under t,he section j-n

felt by head injured adults

unemployment has

already

as

been

critical incidents (p.BB). It is

evident from the results of the sLudy that Lhe entire experience

of being unemployed is
experience

losses.

connected rvith each respondent

of beÍng head injured

in the physical, cognitive

to their injuries.

affected each victim's underst,anding of his

abilities since these

s

and coping rriLh the resultant

The subjects suffered losses

and psychological functions due

I

had now changed

("I

own

These losses

slcills

and

wanna rvork so

bad...what can I do? Hor¿ do I know i.¡hat Itm interested in?'r).
Emotional lows were associated

l¡ith events such as

realization of the effecLs of the
seemed

injury. This realization

to occur at various times for all individuals.

experienced

it while in hospital,

strongly in

some

to

head

the

resume

Sorne

and then again, even more

cases, once they had been discharged and tried

their 1ives. Other emotional lorqs stemmed from the
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loss of a job or a failure to obtain permanent employmenL. It
became apparent

that subjects regarded a work assessment or job

trial as a real job. Thus,
not lead to full-time

rvhen

the assessment ended and did

employment, they perceived and experienced

it as the loss of a job. Loss of structure

and boredom

contributed to emotionally low times.

also considered

Some

frustrations with lack of adequate assistance in financial or
1ega1 settlements as 1ow

created anxiety for

points. Financial concerns also

some.

The subjects mosL often experienced emotional highs in

connection with starting a ne\{ job

or a nerv rvorlc assessment.
also felt positively about regaining a sense of

They

independence and

their
the

or^/n

control as a

consequence

moving

into

apartments. Emotional high points also resulted

encouragemenL and support gj-ven by

others.

of e.g.

The subjects also experienced

family, friends
positively

f rorn

and

such things as

indications of recovery from their injuries, being discharged
fiom hospital, receiving a financial set.tlement,

participating in a life ski1ls

program.

Assistance rèceived and
The types

cases

of assistance that

in which ít

ruas

and

rating

appeared

given

to

be

helpful in all

received were financial assistance,

encouragement and support from

family and friends or others,

life skil1s programs, educational or training

programs.
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Vocational counselling and evaluation received mixed ratings.
Two respondents

indicated that they wished Lhe counselling

given them more specific direction in choosing a career.
staLed

had

Two

that they would have appreciated more opportunities to

invest,igate a variety of jobs, or to evaluate themselves on the
.iob.

Types

of assistance that

would have found helpful

respondents ivould have desired or

if offered in a different

format

included more specific evaluation or opportunity for self-

evaluation, cognitive training, more specífic counselling for
career dj-rection, bett.er timing of the work experiences,

training for a specific trade,

and good 1egal and financial

advice.

For at least two subjects, a turníng point for believing in

their ability to
confidence
oEher

succeed on

the job

happened when

in tl-reir skills as a result of

people.

assessrnents

in

Such encouragement

Although

encouragement from

also resulted from jobs or job

r'¡hich they were able

Perceived

they gaÍned

to experience

success.

effect of disability on unemplovment

all the subjects

had physical

disabilities

resulting frorn the head injury and most had cognitive

andf

or

psychological effects as we11, at least two felt that their

disability

had hindered them from

finding employment.

They

believed this in spite of the fact that one has spent several
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years either looking for worlc or tryÍng to upgrade his slci11s,
and

in spite of the fact

LhaL t,he

other had not yet obtained

permanent employmenL. They apparently thought

disability might af f ect the type of
but noL their ability Lo hold

dor'rn

that their

r,¡ork they were able

to

do,

a job.

At least two respondents commented on social effects of the
in jury. One had a great f ear that he r'¡ou1d be considered
abnormal because he had been i-n

a

difficulty in meeting and making

coma f or so

long.

I-le had

new frj-ends.

subject appeared t,o relate all his stresses and
successes to trmal<íng gainstt or to ttlosing his memory?'. His
One

physician also suggested that this person had a personality

disorder, but he did not indicate whether or not t.hat was an

effect of the injury.
ft

appeared

difficulty in

to the researcher that the subjects had

1abe11ing and understanding the

effect of their

cognitive impairments (other than difficulties in remembering).
For example, one talked about "slor.¡ thinking?'; another believed

that hettr,¡asnrt thinking mentally enough" or
was mentally

retarded.

that cognitive training

A number

was

afraid that

of the surveyed,

rvould have been

of

some

however,

he

felt

benefit.

Future goals and plans

All

seven subjects had some career

goals. Three had

concrete and specific plans--trúo for maintaining their jobs

and
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!/orking their !/ay up in Lhe company, and one for becoming reemployed

with his previous employer after completing his classes

in cement-finishing.

One respondent was discouraged about

of his job search activities but

mentioned some possibilities

for a future career in farming. Three subjects appeared
to

be

waitíng:

upgrading

one

for his

r^rork

all

training to begin,

to end, and one for the coming of spring.

one

símp1v

for his

Three of

those surveyed expressed frustration that a counsellor or

vocational evaluation had not helped them establish specific or

realistic career goa1s.

The respondents

also mentioned goals

other than career goals, including travelling, marriage,

the purchase of

houses and

furniture.

and

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss the implications of the research
findíngs presented in chapter 4. This study has attempted to
explore the experience of unemployment for head injured adults
and t.he information gained

will serve as a basis for

ongoing

evaluation and implementation of vocational planning. It is

evident, holever, from the research findings and from the

literature that a comprehensive analysis
unemployment issues

for

and understanding of

head injured adults

will require

continued research of the entire vocational and rehabilÍtation
experience

for this population. Although it is

of this study to present an overall
rehabilitation of

head

st.rat.egy

beyond

the

scope

for vocational

injured adults, the findings indicate

there is a need to develop such strategies.

Some

directions for

vocational intervent.ion may be drawn from the findings presented

here.

The discussion

will be presented under the follorring

major headings: (a) 0vera11 emotional experiences of
unemployment

for

head injured

adults, (b) vocational

j-nt,erventions, (c) effects of the injury on the unemployment
experience, (d) goals and future plans, (e) recommendations for
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vocational interventíons, and (f) recommendat.ions for further
research.

Enotional Experiences of Uner-ployment
Gaining and Losing a Job
The diagrams sholing emotional highs and loivs (see Figure

2

and Appendix

I() reflected clearly the positive

emotions

associated ivith getting and keeping a job and the lorv feelings
associated with

either losing a job or failing to retain a job.

that the subjects regarded an
or job trial as a rrrealtt job. Thus, they felt

The interviews also revealed
assessment

hopeful and confident aL the beginning of each r"orl< assessment,
but. when

the assessment ended or failed to result in pernanent

employment, they sal+ themselves as

and depressed.

In the vocational

failures

programs

and

in

felt rejected

Saslcatchervan knoivn

to the researcher, a ruork assessmenL is usually intended to
t,he

client an opportunity Lo investigate various types of

in order to explore career interests

and

to test slcills

abilities in the workplace. Although the
committed

to the

employee beyond

employer

is

give

jobs

and

not

the assessment period,

occasionally there is a possibility of permanent employment.
Tn many cases, t.he ivork assessment served as a type of

laboratory in vrhich the subject learned to identífy his skills
and

1imÍtations. This

Lype

of

assessment

is acceptable

rvhen
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the client has adequate support. I{here it is inevitable
necessary

that the client face the limitations
she ought

where success

or failure is not

employed

equated

environment

either with

being

or rvith being unemployed.

Price (1986) and

Cohen (1935) both suggest v¡ork acljustment

and worlc placement ought
designed

imposed by an

to do so in a supportive

injury, he or

and

to play a greater role in any programs

to help head ínjured

injured persons

persons

to reLurn to r.'¡ork. I-lead

may perceive worlc assessmenLs as

because they have

real

jobs

not been adequately prepared to participate in

work assessments. This conjecture,

if true, implies that

each

stage of a comprehensive vocational program ought to have

clearly arLiculated goals

and procedures.

Loss

It is significant that

of Structure
many

of the studies

surveyed

lj-terature on the rehabilitation of head injured persons
some ongoing assessment and

in

the

suggest

training process after

hospitalizaLion and rehabilitation (l4aki et al.,

1979;

Stonníngton, 1986). Experiences of subjects in the study
by the writer pointed out the trspottinesstt of existing

vocational rehabilitation programs or assistance.

done

These

subjects expressed the need to find something with which to
strucLure Lheir day since they did not have jobs and

finished their period of therapy or hospitalizatíon.

had

They
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considered having a job

to be important,

because among other

thíngs, it gives structure Lo the day and provides purposeful

activiLy.

Those unemployed who are

having a job

for the

not disabled also value

same reasons (AcLon, 1981; Borgen &

1984). It is suggested that many head Ínjured
benefit from participation in a comprehensive vocational

would

Amundson,

rehabilitation

program r,¡hich could be implemented as

their overall rehabilitation program. This
ongoing structure r.¡hile

part of

r.¡ould provide

actively preparing clients Lo re-enter

the worlc f orce "

for Employment
Trvo subjects considered that ittimingtt or rfreadiness to
Readiness

learntt on their part would affect. t.he success of upgrading,
ski11s training, or parLicipat.ion in work assessments. In

one

case, the subject suggested that he had noL been ready to

benefit from his vocational rehabilitaLion program (i.e. job

trials) at the time he participated in it but thought that
would benefit from such a program nohr, two years
suggests

that furLher research is

needed

later.

he

This

in this area. Is there

a developmental readiness for head injured adults as far as reentry into employment j-s concerned? I'Jould the Liming or extent

of this readiness differ for

each head

injured person?

there factors Lhat would reduce the time lag
and readiness

for

employment?

beLween

Are

the ínjury

If so, what are these factors?
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Is readiness related to the severity of the injury? Is it
related to the type of rehabilitation and/or vocational
assistance given to the client? Is it related to the clientrs
support network?

Control / Self-esteem
Locus

of Control

Borgen and Amundson (1984) suggest

that

one

of the key

factors affecting reactions to unemploynent is the internal or
external loci of control. In at least five instances in the
present study, subjects referred to the t'goodt' feelings
generated by events such as obtaining a driving license, buying

a house,

andf

or vehicle--all of which \./ere events that

contributed to their sense of independence and control over

their

own

lives. 0n the negative side,

one respondant expressed

frustratÍon at having I'no controlt' over the management of his
vocational evaluations.

I-le rvas

not consulted about the type of

job assessments he rvas given and felt manipulated by the system.
Two respondants expressed

frustration at the lack of

adequate

1egal and financial advice and indicated that they felt

victimized as a resulL.

One

subject described himself as being

'tinsLitutionalizedtt but disclosed thaL he iras deterrnined to 'rreenter society't. These observations reinforce those findings
rshich suggest

that those who spend weel<s or mont.hs in a health-

care setting learn patterns of dependence and lose their ability
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to acL autonomously (iJaydon & Hart, 1986). It is
any vocational assisLance
need

for

autonomy

suggested that

for the head injured address their

in those aspecLs of their lives over r,¡hich

they should reasonably expect to have control. Although they

will

have

to adjust to the li¡nitations of their disability,

they

to fight against Lhe "learned helplessness" acquired
during the course of their hospitalization. Príce (1986) also

must learn

agrees

Lheir

that

head

injured clients need to be empoiuered to

make

own vocaLional plans and decisions.

Self-Esteem

It lvas apparent that the respondents felt strengthened in
their job search activities when they had a sense of confidence
in their abilities

and

a sense of being persons of worth.

Factors contributing to this sense of confidence and self-ivorth
included encouragement from families, friends or others;

parti-cipation in a life-slciIls or head injury support group;

and

perf ormance.
.posÍtive evaluations of their worlc
Borgen et al. (1987) point out that groups such as life skills

recei-ving

support groups can provide support, neaning and structure, all

factors in coping with unemployment. It.

of

rvhich are important

is

suggested thaL any vocational assistance plan include

some

participation in support groups thaL r'¡i1l provided opportunities

for mutual

encouragement.

rt2
Vocational Interventions
Lack
The vocational

of Vocational

rehabilitation

Assistance

approach offered

to

the

subjects v/as generally unsystematic and non-continuous.

clients

were referred

to their insurance counsellor,

referred to one or another community agency.

Ì'lo comprehensive

some were

No agency had any

specialized programs or counsellors to worh with the

injured.

Some

head

or coordinated approach to vocational

rehabilítation for head injured adulLs

r,¡as

available to the

subjects. This result corroborates the findings of the

SCCSP

study (1984) which indicates that only 2 of 69 subjects

had

received formal vocational rehabilitation services. I-lowever,
most

of those surveyed for the present study received at least

some

vocational assistance. Perhaps this particular group of

subjects simply had rnore vocational resources available to
than the

SCCSP

them

group.

l'lost of the subjecLs interviewed for the present study
indicated that there had been a tirne lag betleen the tine they
vrere hospitalized and

the beginning of any vocational

interventions. A suggestion

rvas made by

the

Saslcatchervan llead

Injury Association that the province's health-care
set up a type of tthalf-rvay

housett

to which

young

system should

adults could

be

referred follorving their in-hospital period of rehabilitation.
This half-nay house would provide a peer group and a supportive
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living

environment

that

rvould

facilitate the re-learning of many

life skills eg. shopping, budgeting, cooking, self-care,

house-

keeping, transportatj-on (l{unter' 19BB).

It is imperative thaL a straLegy for coordinated and
comprehensive vocational

intervention for head injured adults

planned and implemented. The relevant

be

literature indicates that

a range of interventj-ons employÍng specific skill-building
programs

rvork

in functional life skills, environmental

skills, cognitive skills,

management,

and interpersonal adjustments

is

needed (Schmidt, L984; Chance, 1986; StonningLon, 1986; Ben-

Yishay, et a1., 1987). Such a program ivould also require

a

variety of options and resources to facilitate flexibility

in

planning (Farvber & \lacheter, 1987).

Post-in'iury Self Concept
Career identity
The relevant

literature frequently mentions that the

head

injured have a tendency to deny or discount the disablÍng
effects of their injury (Prigatano, 1986). It is also
recognized

that

head

injured adults have begun to establish

their career identity prior to the injury (Price, i9B6).
r,¡hen

Thus,

adults experience an injury rvhich has complex disabling

effects in cognitive and psychological behavior as rvel1 as
physical behavior, they must re-establish their identity

oarticipants i-n the social and vocational world. It is

as

TT4

suggested

that any vocational assistance

program

nust provide

the head injured clients with opportunit,ies to test their social
and vocat.ional

skills in a supportive environment, with

opportunity for evaluation and encouragemenL. The need for

a

program can be seen from t.he observatÍon

subjects of this study:
Borgen

rrTrm

of

one

of

the

just a totally different

et a1. (1987) found that

specifically the brain injured,

one group
becuase

such

person".

in their study,

of the loss of physical

ability as well as the loss of a job, \{ere struggling to regain
their identity.
Self-evaluation

At least two subjects suggested that they would have
appreciated an opportunity or more opporiunities to prove

at their former jobs or in potential jobs.

The

physical and cognitive abilitíes of many head injured

have

themselves

cilanged and so they need

to discover their skills

lÍmitations for themselves.
sLaLe

it these respondents

Icnowing what

Even when they

and

did not explicitly

expressed frustrat,ion rvith not

they could do:

ttmaybe

I really

was

dumbrt

,

ttwhal

could I do, r,¡hat can I do?tt,ttl used to ivork 10, 12, 14 irours

a

day...I just didn't realize...B hours a day lvas a bi-g day for
me". A case study by Cohen (1985) indicates that client,s
to

have

need

their work performance evaluated consLantly and need to

be confronted r"ith

their true abi-lÍLies and disabilíties.
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ttOtherwise he/she may reLain inappropriate pre-trauma vocational

expectations and...be unable to prepare for a job at his/her
present levelrf(Cohen, 1985, p. 26)" If the head injured are to

take responsibility, to make vocational plans and decÍsions,
they must be empowered to do so and this can be enhanced
providing them r,¡ith opportunities for self-evaluation

by

and

regular performance evaluations by counsellors.
Effects of Injury
Recognition
Because boLh
lcnow

of

Assist,ance

the researcher and the independent observer

a number of the subjects of this study and are familiar

with Lhe rehabilítation and vocational resources in Regina,
r.¡ere

able to determine that

inadequaLe knorvledge

some

t,hey

of the subjects had an

of the nature of the services available to

them.

Cognitive Training

Six subjects suggested that they would have benefitted from
cognitive training. At least three of the subjects had received
cognitive training or rehabilitatíon during their sessions with
the occupational therapist in the rehabilitation

program.

Apparently the subjects did not recognize these sessions as

cognitive Lraining, since all of them staLed that Lhey had not
received any cognitive therapy.

I16

Counselling

It

appears

that at least.

trvo subjects who rated vocational

counselling as being of no benefi-t either did not realize that
such services were available

or mist.ook counselling for

some

other service or vice versa. In one instdnce t.he respondent

identified evaluat.ion as counselling, in another the subject
said that the counselling rvould be effective after the

training

was complete, and

i.¡ork

in a third case the respondent did

not appear to understand that. one of the counsellor I s roles is

to assist the client to
ski11s.

make use

Hor^rever, because

of such resources as life

the researcher

lcner,¡

the

persons

referred to in the intervievr, it was quite clear that the
subjects had nade use of counselling services and

had

appreciated the services offered by the counsellor at that time.

Inner resources
Values

Borgen

et al. (1987) note that

one group among

their

disabled subjects rvas able to persist in job search actj-vities

despite repeated rejections and disappointmenLs. Three subjects

in the presenL study

demonstrated

that

sarne

type of persistance

and determination despite negative encounters

with employers

and

other setbacks involving their own struggle rvith their physical

or cognitive limitations.

Two

subjects tried unsuccessfully to

II7
obtain permanent employment for several years but continued

their job search, finally achíeving theÍr goal in
Other values such as commiLnent to work,

1988.

belief in

the

benefits of struggle, and opportunities to help others also
contributed to t,he subjectst sense of worth and gave them
courage

to persist in their search for

rvork.

Perception of the Ïlead in.iury

Posit,ive. It

appeared

to the researcher that in

one

instance the individual regarded hís head injury positively:

true, he had to struggle to recover, but struggle is

a

worthwhile activiLy; for, prior to his injury, he had had a

bad

temper, now it was gone. ft rvas as though the injury had caused
hÍm

to

malce some

efforts tolard self-improvement.

He had

stopped smolcing, become even-tempered and had gained an

opportunity to start a ne\{ trade. It is suggested that further
research be undertaken

to explore the impact that a positive

"framing" of a catastrophic event such as a head injury has

on

the personfs ability to

cope ruith being unemployed. This man's

experience rvould appear

to support

Franlcl

I

s contention that

people are destroyed by caLastrophe while others

in,

find

meaning

and are strengthened through such experiences (Franl<l,

i959).

However, there

is also a possibility that this

apparently euphoric and unrealisti-c perceptions of his

some

manfs
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disability

resulted from the naLure of the head injury

may have

itself.
Negative. 0n Lhe negati-ve side, at least t\,/o respondents
exhibiLed a sorL of obsession with the effects of the

injury (parLicularly

memory and

head

cognitive impairments).

One

apparently overcame this obsession, found a job, and realized

that he could

cope despite the

results of the

other continued to be obsessed rvith

head

memory gaps

injury.

to the extent

that he became almost unable to plan for the future.
interpreted every instance of forgetfulness or every

He

1ow grade

in his upgrading classes as a regression of hís abilities,
even began

to fear that he rvould end up with

The

and

t?negative

lcnowledge". His physician indicated that he had a personality

disorder but did not indicate rvhether t,his had come about as

a

result of the head injury.
GoaIs

All

seven subjects had

the three

made- some

plans for the future. 0f

r'¡ho r,¡ere most f orward-looking and

positive, tlvo

had

obtained employment and one \.,/as taking training in a trade.
appeared

to be passively awaiting further developments:

rvaiting for the work traj-ning that rvas being arranged for

but he was still

Two

one i/as
hinn

grieving the loss of his abilities; the other

had made some plans

for further education and intended to look
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for work, but did not

demonstrate any emotional commitment to

these plans. Two subjects \^/ere quite discouraged--one

was

continuing with his rrpgrading buL seemed quite uncertain thaL
would ever be able
ttpensioned

offtt

to

manage

a fu11 time job; the other had

and had been discouraged from looking

for

he

been

work,

although he was sLi1l trying to find some meaning in his life
and contemplated farming
The above groupíng

or

perhaps learning computers ski11s.

of subjects ín

t,he present study compare

roughly with the groupings of three of the four groups
interviewed in Borgen et a1.rs sLudy (1987). In Borgenrs study,
group B comprised those subjects who were continuing

to actively

look for work, considered themselves to be survivors

who had

overcome extreme obsLacles, and continued

despite repeated job losses; the

struggling to

come

of group A were

to terms with their losses; and those in

group C had become discouraged

RecommendaLions

It is

members

to be self-motivated

in their job search.

for Vocational Intervention

beyond Lhe scope

of this study to describe or

a comprehensive strategy for vocational int.ervent.ions for

suggest
head

injured adults. The relevant literature describes many such
programs (although these are

currently in the UniLed States but

not in Canada) and these need to be reviewed and evaluated.

Any

r20

vocational assistance plans for head injured adults musL Lake

the following considerations ínto

1" All

accounL.

programs musL be comprehensive and coordinated,

utilizing existing resources

and services where possible.

Adequate resources must be rnade

individuals. It

available to all head injured

was evident from

the experience of the subjects

in this study that resources for vocational rehabilitation were
non-existent or were ttspoLLyil in nat.ure. If programs for
vocational needs are to be comprehensive, they must address the
need

for

more resources and more coordination arnong

the

presenL

limit.ed resources so that the head injured do not have to
struggle wíth the lack of assistance available. This suggests

that

communiLy agencíes must work

efforts on behalf of their
resources

only in

for the

some

head

head

injured,

together to coordinaLe their

injured clients. Vocational
however

spotty j-n nature, exist

centres, but are unavailable to those living

outside t,hose centres. Vocational rehabilitation must

be

available as an integral parL of the total rehabilitation
program

for the
2.

activity

head

injured and must be made available to all.

Long periods

must be

of inactivity or

non-purposeful

eliminated. There should be no gap between

the

period of active rehabilitation and vocational intervention. IL
h/as apparenL

that long periods of inactivity

were not productive

for the subjects in this study. Instead, they resulted in

L2L

feelings of uselessness and boredom. If a comprehensive

of vocational rehabilitation \{ere available, this

program

would address

the need for ongoing structured ac.tivities after the períod of
Lreatment

in a rehabilitation setting.

Too

often, individuals

are discharged from hospital and left to flounder until they
manage
some

to find a vocational counsellor who is able to coordinate

intervention st.rategies for them. This study

would

suggest Lhat head injured persons benefit from structured

life skills training

programs such as

It

may

not be necessary to design a

and oiher

skills training.

program which

is

completely

self-contained if one can be designed which will incorporate

existing

comrnuni-ty programs and

resources. It is essenLial,

however, t.hat. t.his be established and recognized as a vocational

rehabilitation

program which

injured adults. Counsellors

is especially designed for
who work

with the head injured

must have Ehe ski11s and the knowledge
such a program

head

to

know how

to coordinate

for their clients.

3. HolisLic

approaches

trainíng, inLerpersonal

that incorporate cognÍLive

adjusLment groups,

functional life

skills training, vocational skills education,
management should be

nunerous programs

preferred.

and environmental

As mentioned, there are

in the United States which utilize

holistic approach. Sínce head injured

such

a

persons experience

dysfunction in physical, cognitive, social and emotional areas,
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iL is essential that any program

address the complex nature of

Lhat dysfunction.

4. Vocational planning

flexible

must be

enough

to allow for

the uniqueness of each client and of each client's disability.
A

variety of vocati-ona1 opti-ons and resources should be made

available (Fawber & l,lacheter, 1987 & Stonnington, 1986).

holistic

approach which

A

is coordinated and comprehensive in

nature will offer a variety of resources and options for each

person. This will allow the individual together with his or

her

counsellor or worker to design a program which will address his

or her particular

needs and

int.erests.

Such

a

program

rsill

itself Lo i-ncorporate the services of various agencies in

lend

the

community. As menLioned above, it may not be necessary to
design a program which
necessary

to

is completely self-contained, but it is

have workers who are able

programs, i-n consultation with Lheir
meet

t.heir clíentst

5. Vocational

to

coordi-nate and design

clients, that will

best

needs.

programs must include opportunities

for self-

evaluation as well as for regular and accurate performance
evaluati-on by counsellors and ot.her professionals

to enable

the

client to develop a post-injury self concept and career
identity. If individuals

have been

injured as an adult, they

have generally esLablished some career

injury.

When

identity prior to

the

they are faced with Lhe limitations imposed by the
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disabling effects of the injury, they appear to have great

difficulty in reconciling the
injury
injury.

ímage

of

themselves

prior to

and the new person they face

ín

themselves

after

Work assessmenLs

the

the

often appeared to act as a type of

laboratory in which the head injured had a concrete experience

of what they could

and could not

do. It is

work assessments as experienced by the

that

suggested

clients in this

the

study

could be set up so that Lhey become a tool for self-assessment.

It ís imperative that clients receive

ongoing performance

evaluat.ion during the work assessmenL so they are able
from the assessmenL, and experience what. are

theír

to learn

employable

skil1s and their limitat,ions.

6. Vocational

programs must address

auLonomy. They must emphasize the
make

their

own decisions and

poinLed out Lhe need

control over their

for

or^/n

clientsr responsibility to

vocational p1ans. This study

head

lives

índividualsr need for

injured individuals to

and

input into their

have

oi^rn

vocational

rehabÍlitati-on management. Long periods of hospitalization

and

insLitutionalization together with the loss of abilities in
physical, cognit.ive, social and emotional spheres, are
devastating combinaLion of event.s which have taken

ability

Lo manage

their

own

lives

a

a\^/ay

their

and make decisions regarding

the future. Responsibility for oneself and onets vocational

future are skills which must be learned.
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7.

The

suÞport and

clíent should participaLe in varÍous kinds of
life skills groups because these help the client to

develop confidence, meaning, and self-esteem. Here again,

client.s must be encouraged both to accept the limítations
imposed by

their disability

management

of theír

ov/n

and

to accept resÐonsibility for

the

lives. I{ost of the sub.jects in this

study stated Lhat they benefitted from the encouragement and
support of friends or families.

8.

Each aspect

of vocational

assisLance musL have clearly

defined aims and ob.jectÍves and these should be revierved with

participant on a regular basis. This approach would
decrease the clients I confusion regarding the nat.ure and

each

function of the various vocational int.erventions. It is
important that the client understand Lhe overall purpose of the

vocational program and understand how each Dart of Lhat program

fits into the overall goal. It is necessary to review

these

goals regularly because of the memory impairments and other
coqniLive impairments that. seem to impair head in'iured persons

abílity to grasp

Lhe whole

picture of the vocational

rehabílitation program. This regular review v¡i11 also serve the
purpose

of letting client.s learn to

manage and have

input into

their oi/n vocational rehabiliLation Þrogram.
9.

Idhen

the client does obtain employment, follow-up

support is needed to assist the employer and the clientts co-
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rvorkers Ëo understand and work

skills

and

with the clientrs particular

limitations on the job.

experienced by Lhose

rn'ho

have

One

of the disabilities

a severe head in.jury is that they

often have difficulty generalizing learning from one situation

to the nexL. Counsellors cannot assume that an individual will
function well on the .job just because he or she did rvell in the
vocational rehabilÍtation ilrogram. It is imperative that

strategies be developed for transitional

is

fo11ow-up and support available

employer

employment where there

to the client

and

to

for several months after the client begins the

the
new job.

10. Adequate financial and legal counselling must be made

available to all head in'iured persons at the time it is
whether

needed,

this is early in the rehabilitation period or later

they are preparing to

become

rvhen

re-ernployed. Sub.jects in this

study felt vÍctimized rvhen they did not have access to adequate

counselling. This counselling must
fact that the head in.jured person

talce

ínto consideration

may experience

long periods of

confusj-on and memory impairment during the acute phases of

their recovery period. It
family

members

procedures.

or

may be necessary

advocates i-n the

to involve oLher

financial or

tl-re

1egal
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for

Recommendations

Furt.her research needs

Research

to be done wit.h respect to

the

positive and negative emot.ional experiences associated with

critical incidents/ events. Are the critical incidents
idenLified in this study

common

to other

head iniured adults?

Is there a common pattern of ernotional shifts for all

head

injured adults? The roller coaster model of critical incident
phases associated

needs

rvith positive and negative emotional shifts

to be Lested with other

head in-jured adults.

Studies such as Ben-Yishay et a1. (1987 ) have begun to
research the efficacy

strategies.

of various vocational int.ervention

l{uch more work

is

needed

The researcher has suggested
must develop a

in this area also.

that the head injured adult

post-injury career identitv that will enable

hirn

or her to accurately assess his or her skills, limitations,
interests,
an

and

identity

values.

Research

developrnenL rvould

is

needed

involve and

to idenLify what such

how

it ought to

be

irnplernented.

It has already been sugqested that the concept of
developmental: employmenL readj-ness

be explored.

for

head injured adults also
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Sumnary

It 1s evident from the results of the study that the entire
experience

of being unemployed is

respondentrs experience

connected

with

of being head in.jured

each

and coping with

the resultant losses. The subjects suffered losses in the
physical, cognitive and psychological functions due to their

injuries.
his

own

These losses

slcills

and

affected each victimts understanding of

abilities since these had now changed.

Emotional lows r,"ere associaLed with events such as the

realization of the effects of the

or a failure to obtain
and boredom, financial
adequate assistance

head

injury, the loss of a.job

permanent employment.,

concerns and

loss of structure

frustrations l'¡ith lacl< of

in financial or lega1 settlements.

The sub.jects most often experienced emotj-onal hiqhs in
connecLion r,vith
They

starting a nev/ job or a new work assessment.

also felt positively about regaini-ng a sense of

independence and

family, friends

cont.rol, encouragement and support given

by

and others, being discharged from hospital,

receiving a financial settlement, and partj-cipating in a life

skills

program.

The types

of vocational assistance that

were perceived as

being most helpful included

financial assistance,

and support from family and

friends or others, re-Lraining or

encouragement

t28

educaLional programs, life

skil1s programs, vocational

counselling and evaluation.

All subjects had some permanent disability as a result
their in-jury but they did not all feel

Lhat.

this

of

had affecLed

their abiliLy to work or to get a job.
Respondents

all

had

future plans

r.¡hich included maintaining

their .jobs, or continuing rvith education and job search
activities, or waiti-ng for rvork traj-ninR to begin. Other

goals

include Lravelling, marriage, and the purchase of a house.
The researcher has

also identified considerations for

vocational interventions for head in.jured adults and directions

for future

research.
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Appendix

A

üIhat is a Head Injury?
(taken from an informational handout from I'lational Head In.jury
Foundation, Inc., not dated)

òharacteristics of head iniurv
Serious head injuries usually result in prolonged loss of
consciousness or coma. l'Jhile it may be brief , lasting only a
few minutes, it may extend to days or r¿eeks. As Líme in coma
lengt.hens, emergence to a fully alert state can take a long
time. The individual and his family face a prolonged period of
rehabilitation that can extend for years.

.
.
.
Sy

Ì"fales 16 to 24 years of age incurred rnore head in.juries
than any other age group
Motor vehicle accidents caused nearly I/2 of. all head
injuries. The more severe the in.jury, the greater the
likelihood that it was caused by a motor vehj-cle
accident
I{ead injuries occur most frequently on weekends

mpl o¡r L qf_h

e

1d _i

qjtfqJ

vary greatly depending upon the extent and
location of the brain in.jury. Usually some communication.

Symptoms can

ìudgement, and perception problems occur regardless of rvhich
side of the brain was injured. However, damage is not ah^¡ays
confined to the point of in.jury. In many cases of head in.jury,
the brain crashes violently against the skull causing diverse
symptoms unrelated to the functions associated with the specific
part of Lhe brain suffering acute in-jury.
People worlcing w-ith head in.jured clients often report their
clients suffer from varying degrees of memory loss and impaired
learning ability. Personality changes, lack of ernotional
control and seizure disorders are also common.
Ty_p_es

pf

þrai_q _da_¡rae-e cause{ þy_hqqd__it.jqry _oL !_he f ql_Lolqi¡e:

Concussion

Brain stem in.jury

Anoxia
Aneurysrn (a1so bleed)

in.jury
Stroke (blocked vessel)
Cerebral hemorrhage
Post operative infections
Depressed skul1 fracture
a) Encephalitis
Foreign ob.ject (bullet, eLc. ) b) l4eningiLis
Closed head
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ImÞairmenLs

A" Physical

Spasticity
Aphasia
Hemiparesis
Visual impairment
Hearing impairment Paraplegia
Physical - orthopedi-c Seizures

B. Cognitive
Memory

deficit

Lack

of foresight

- short. term, long term
Perception
Planning, sequencing
ConcenLration
JudgemenE
Headaches
AtLention
C. Psycho-Social-Behavioral-Emotional

Fatigabilitv
Euphoria
' Denial

Anxiety
Rest.lessness

of motivation - inability
to self-monitor
Egocentricity
Emotional labiliLy
Laclc of self-esteem Inability to cope
Disinhibition
AgiLation
Depression
Sexual dysfunction
Lack

The above impaj-rments, any or all, may occur in varying
degrees, The severely impaired may encompass all of the above,
but it is important to note that with early and ongoing
therapeutic inLervent.ion, the degree of these symptoms might
decrease.

Intellectual ability might not improve after a period of time,
but social and behavioral aspects and memory could improve over
long periods of time.
Increasing the return to a higher functional level should be a
continuing goal.
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B

Glasgow Coma Scale

1?re

(as described in Teasdale and Jennett, 7974)
Eye Openina

None

1

To Pain

2

Not attributable to ocular swelling
Pain stimulus is applied to chest or
1ir'lbs

To

Ilonspecific response Lo speech or
shout, does not imply the patient

Speech

obeys command Lo open eyes
Eyes are open, but this does not
imply intact awareness

Spontaneous

No Response
Ext.ension

1

2

Motor Re=pon"g
Flaccid
ttDecerebrate.rr Adduction, int.ernal
rotation of shoulder, and pronation

of
the forearm
rrDecort,icate.'f

Abnormal Flexion

Abnormal

flexion,

adduction of the shoulder
Normal f lexor response; r,rithdraws
from pain stimulus wiLh abduction

I^/ithdrawal

of the

shoulder

Pain stimulus applied to supraocular
region or fíngertip causes limb to
move so as to aLtempt to remove it
Follorss simple comrnands

Localizes Pain
Obeys Commands

Verbal

No Response

1

Incomprehensible

2

Inappropriate
Confused

0ri-enLed

Response

(Self-exptu.rã8il-

I{oaning and groaning, but

no

recognizable words

speech (e.e. shoutinq or
swearing), but no susLained or
coherent conversat.i-on
Patient responds to questions in
conversat.ional manner, but the
responses indicate varying degrees
of disorienLation and confusion
Nornal orient.at.ion to t.ime, p1ace,

Intelligible

and person
Summed Glasgow Coma

Scale Score = E + M + V (3

to

15)
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C

Glasgow OuLcome Scale

(as described by Jennett & Teasdale, 1981; Jennett et al,

1981)

a six point scale to
categorize the functional level for survivors of brain damage.
No numbers are used to categoríze those who are in a vegetative
state or are dead. Categories are shown below:

The Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) uses

Dead

Persistent Vegetative State
Severe

Disability

Moderate DisabiliLy

no
no

number assigned
number assigned
5
4
J

2

Good Recovery

1

0

Although only three descriptive categories are used, the levels
within each category may be used to discríminate withín that
range.

Persist.ent Vegetative State: No evidence of any
psychologically meaningful activity.
Severe Disability: Conscious but dependent. Persons in this
caLegory are dependent on at least one other person during everv
24 hour period. They may be severely physically disabled as
well as have disability in communicat.ive, cognitive, and

emotional areas. Many in this category are institutionalized.

l'loderate Disability: Independent but disabled; these persons
are described as being independent in functional living skills
and may be capable of some types of rqork, oft.en sheltered
employment.

Recovery: This category label does not indicate
restoraLion of all normal functions. The person is, however.
able to participate in normal social functions and may be able
to reLurn Lo his or her former occupation.
Good
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D

Background Information Questionnaire
Thank you for agreeing to participate in thís research
projecL. Please complete the following form with your
interviewer. This information will be kept confidenLial and
used for research purposes on1y.
Age:

Marital Status:
Sex:

No. of Dependents:
Date

of Injury:_

disability resulting from the
If so, what type of disability?

Do you have any

in-jury?

Schooling: ( ) Check highesL 1evel completed. Indicate whether
this r¿as completed before or after your in jury.
Grade

B

Grade

9

Grade

10

Grade

12

College/ Technical (years) _

_

Grade 11 _

University (no. of years)
l^/ere you employed

prior to your in.iury?

If so, ivhat was your

occupation? _

For horv long were you employed? _

r42

Please list job(s) you have had since your in-iury,
time vou have held ÍL (thern).

Income Level

Hourly

of Previous 0ccupation:
l"fonthly Salary: _

l.Jage:

Annual Salary:
Belor*¡ $10, 000
$10,000 ro $15,000
$15,000 ro $20,000
$20,000 ro $25,000
$25,000 to $30,000
Over $30,000

Are you employed now?

:
Since

Jncome

Level of Present Occupation:

Hourly

l,r/age:

Annual Salary:
Belorv $10,000
$10,000 to $15,000
$15,000 ro $25,000
$20,000 ro $25,000
$25,000 Lo $30,000
Over $30,000
Telephone Number:

Doctorrs

Name:

when?

Monthly Salary: _ _

and

length of
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Appendix

Letter to

E

Agencies

Dear

for your interest in the research study on the
for Flead In.jured Adults". I would
of
Unemployment
"Experience
appreciate it if you could refer any subjects who fiL the
following criteria, and who are willing to participate in a
research project. The criteria are as follows:
Thank y'ou

(a) All sub.jects must be between 20 and 40 years of age.
and must have been injured at or later than age 20.
(b) Alf sub jects must have sustainetl a severe head in.-lury,
i.e., a blow to the head resulting in a loss of consciousness
for at least 6 hours post-in.jury. They must be at least 6
months post-in.jury. Consent rvill be obtained from the sub.ject
to confirm the díagnosis with the sub.jectrs physician.
(c) All sub.-iects must, be unemployed or newly employed or
have a history of unemployment of at least 3 months duration.
Sub.jects may be involved in school, volunteer worlc, or part-time
worlc.

Sub.jecLs i*¡ill be interviewed for approximately 45 minutes
one hour. The purpose of the interview is to have the
interviewee describe in as much detail as possible his or her
experience of unernployment following a head in.'jury. Sub jects
rvil1 be contacted a second time by phone one to tiyo weeks after
the intervi-erv so as to afford them the opportuniuy of reviewj-ne
a summary of the inLerview as written up by t.he researcher.

to

jects rvill be aslced to sign a consent form and all
interviews will be audio-taped. All Lapes will remain
confidential and be used only for the purposes of this research
study. Participation in Lhis sLudy is voluntary and the subject
is free Lo withdraw at any Lime. A summary of the information
rvil1 be shared wiLh the agencies and with the subjects after the

All

sub

studv is complete.
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This research study has been approved by the Ethics
at the UniversiLy of Manitoba. The research is being
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a

Committee
conducted

Masters

of Education in educational

you have any questions
be reached at:

If

1245 Mclntosh Street
Reqina, SI(. S4T 5C1

Yours Lru1y,

psychology.

or any

sub.'iects

to refer, I

787-6023 (rvork)
949-3027 (home)

can
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Subject Consent Form

I agree to participaLe in a research pro.jecL about belng
unemployed. f understand Lhat participation in this study j_s
volurtary, and I am free to withdraw at any time, or refuse Lo
answer any question. As we11, all questions that I may have
regarding this study will be answered by the interviewer.
f give permission for the int,ervierver to contact my
physician Lo confirm the diagnosis of severe head injury.
I understand that this projecL will require me to talk wiLh
an interviewer for about 45 minutes about. the experience of
being unemployed following my head in.jury. I undersLand, in
addition, that there will be one fo11ow-up session by telephone
approximately 20 minut,es in length. I also gi-ve my permission
for the interview to be audio-taped with the understanding that
the contents of the.interview will be kepE confidential and used
for research purposes only. This taped inLerview is to be
labelled with a randomly selecLed number (no names). Fina11y, I
also agree to compleLe a short questionnaire.
Signature of Sub.ject -

I

Telephone

Number

Consent

Si-gnature of Sub.ject f acknowledge receipt of consent form

Date

Margaret Friesen
Researcher and fnterviewer
Thesis

Title:

The Experience of Unemployment for
Adults with Severe Head In.juries

Thesis Committee:

Dr.

Ray

Henjum

Dr. Rick Freeze

Educat,ional Psychology Department,

University of Manitoba

Educational Psychology Department,

University of l4anitoba

Dr. Juliette Cooper Department of Medical Rehabilitation,
University of lulanitoba
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G

Interview Questions

1.a. Please descrj-be in as much detail as possible your
experience of being unemployed following your head in.-iury.
Include how you came to be unemployed and any employment you
have had since your injury.
b. hlhat did you think about when you realized you were
unenployed? (i.e" after your medical and rehabÍlitatíon
treaLment lvas over?)
c. hlhat feelings have you had during this period of
unemployment

?

d. I{hat job search activities have you tried?
e. i{hat effect has your injury had on your being unemployed?

there been any physical changes l.¡hich have affected your
being unemployed? Have there been any cognitive (intellecLual,
memory, concentration) changes which have affected your being
unemployed? Have there been any emotional or psychological
changes r"¡hich have affected your being unemployed?
Have

2.

Thinking back over your unemployment experience, please
describe what you consider to be your lowest points during this
time. Begin with the first 1ow point, and te1l me why iL \"/as so
difficult for you at Lhe time.

3. Now letts turn to the high point.s you experienced r^¡hile
unemployed. Begin with the first high point, and tell me
exactly why it was so helpful for you at the time.
4. \i/hat assistance have you had Ín becoming employed (eetting
a job) since your in.jury? Please rate this assistance as beins,
helpful, unhelpful, or made no difference?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Have you had financial help?
what kind?
from where?
Have you had vocational or career
counselling?
from where or what. agency?
Have you had vocational assessment
or evaluaLion?
where did you have this?
Have you had cognitive re-training

(rehabíliLation,

what kind?
from where?

memory

Lraining)?

HJ* U /

_tlD_
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e.
f.
q.

5.

Have you t.aken any life skills courses?
where?
Have you had any vocational training

or work ski1ls training?
what kind?
where?

Have you taken any classes or
educational upgrading?
what kind?

h.

Have you taken any .job

i.

Have you had any other kinds of
assistance? Describe please.

finding club
or other .job search ski11s training?

from where?

hlhat help would you have

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

life

have?

ski11s?

vocational training?
education?

.job search skills?
any other kind of help?

6.

lr/hat are your

7.

How

B.

liked to

financial?
vocational counselline?
vocational evaluation?
cognitive re-trainj-ng?

future career

plans?

about other future plans?

ln/ould you be able to drarv a line diagram on this page that
gives a picture of your feelings about being unemployed? Start
with afLer your injury up to the present time. Please 1abe1
important steps or events (explain diagram).
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Rating Sheet

H

Form

Nurnber

Date

Emotions Time

Events/Behaviors Job Search
Activities
Including those (pos/nee)
leading to change in emotion
Accompanyinq

r49

Rating sheet, contfd

Perceived

of Injury

Effect Assistance Received/
Rating given

Future Goals
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Pilot

I

Case Study

Demographics

Male, single, age 27, iniured 1979
Education: before in.iury - grade 12 less one class;
after in.jury - grade 12 physics, drafting technician
(1+ vears)
Employment: before in.jury - insulator, salary not known

after injury - file clerk, salary

1393/mon.

Case Study Quoteq

Job Loss

So I .'iust wasn't able to handle the work but
nobody ever told me that, they just said I wasntt
ready.

Financial

I,/e11,

Pressure

I

had no idea how I was qoing to
horv f was going to support myself , hor,r
going to be able to live.

live...
I r^¡as

Personal
Support

But my parents have supported me all the Lime--

Repeated
Job Loss

The 'jobs

Self

But after youtve had like 15 .jobs, you start to
wonder in the back of your mind what is it real1y.
You rea1ly got to sit down with yourself, and try
Lo understand.

Assessment

that I got would all be temporary. Those
years,
6
f maybe worked 2 years all together. I
was .just getting thrown around to all those
dif f erenL .'iobs.

f
Support
Group

was ,just

a totally

ner,¡

different. person.

and provincial support group
chapter fof the head in.-jury association]. I find
they are most helpful cause you meet other people
who have a similar disability to your own. It
always helps to get things off your chest.
Belong Lo the

local
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Glossary

of Medical

Terms

Shock/diaschises. The period of time immediately post-in.jury
the body goes int,o a state of shock; characterized by low
blood pressure and depression of vital processes (Havard, 1987).

r,¡hen

Neurons/glial cel1s. The neuron i-s a single unit of the
nervous system consisting of a nerve cel1 with ÍLs various
Drocesses. Neuro-g1ia1 ce1ls act as connective tissue ce1ls and
form a supporting network for the nerve fibres and cells of the
nervous system (l{avard, 1987).
Neuro-t.ransmitter substances. A substance which transmits the
action of a nerve to a cel1, enabling t,he nerves to do Lheir
work (h/alton, Beeson & Scott, 1986).

Hemiplegia. Paralysis of one side of the

body.

Ataxia. Loss of coordinat.ion though the power necessary to
present; results in unsteadiness of
including eye movements and speech
(Slater, I9B7).

make t.he movements is sti1l
posLure, gaiL and movements

Iluscle tone. A property of all muscles - voluntary or
involuntary; muscles nol held rigid or slack but in a slighLlv
st.retched condition so as to be ready for action. \n/hen muscle
tone is normal, a muscle contraction can take place by a
balanced action of the opposing muscle groups. ff muscle tone is
disturbed, the individual nay exhibit a loss of this smooth
voluntary control result.ing in muscle spasticity or
hypotonicity (Slater, 1987).
Cranial nerves. Twelve pairs of nerves come off the braín at.
the brainstem level and supply various muscles of the eyes,
ears, mouth, nose and face.

Brain.

The brain may be divided into several identifiable
areas including:
Cerebrum - greatest bu1k, consists of 2 cerebral
hemispheres joined by a fibrous band called the corpus
callosum
Basal Nuclei - 2 Iarge masses of grey maLter located at the
base of t.he cerebellum
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Mid-brain - stalk connecting the cerebrum with the
hindbrain

Pons - mass of nerve fibres below the midbrain
Cerebellum - tov/ards back of brain (see also below)
Medulla oblongata - lowesL part of the brain resemblinÊ Lhe
spinal cord with white matter on the surface and grey

matter in the int,erior
Brain Stem - the part of the brain connecting the cerebral
hemispheres with the spinal cord; comprising the midbrain,
Ðons, and medulla (lnlalton, et a1., 1986).

Cerebellar. Referring to the cerebellum; the part of the brain
responsible for aut.omatic ad justment and coordination of
movement, muscle tone and with balance (Havard, I9B7).
Aphasia. Impairment of some aspect of language; not due to
defects in speech or hearing organs but due to brain injury;
total or partial loss of the ability Lo undersLand or to use
words or symbols caused by brain in.jury, disease, or stroke;
language disturbance

that

nay

affect

comprehension, speaking,

reading, writing, spelling, gesturing, and numerÍcal
calculating (S1aLer, 1987).

Dysarthria.

Speech

difficulties

due

to

wealcness or

incoordínation of the speech musculature (Slater, I9B7)

a

a
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Analysis of Individual Interviews
#18:
;---_-r.
r l-me rl_ne

:

ÀG785:

Fa11/85:
l{in/Spg
85/86:
Spg/Aí:
Sum/86:

Injury
Truck, apartment (control, independent, happy)

First job (failure and realization unemployment
and realízation disability), (anger, bitterness,
acceptance of physical disability, depression)
ü/ork'placement - landscaping (hopeful, encouraged)
Loss work placemenL (anger, dissatisfaction,
frustrat.ion, unfairly treated)
Work placement failure (rejecLion, ínsecure, loss
confidence, loss self-worth, questioning ability to
work)

\^lin/86-87: Life skills (increase self-worth, increase

confi-dence, hopeful, encouraged)
compuLer apLiLude LesL (increase confidence,
encouraged, hopeful, opLimistic)
Spe/ü:
insuranðe óettiemenú (happv, alôo frustrated,
impatient )
spg/sum/82: Belief in God (comfort, reassurance, meaning)
Sum/87: ln/ork assessments (IBM) - (encouraged, supported,
increase confidence, increase self-worth); SGEU -

FaII/87:
Sum/BB:
Fa11/BB:

frustrated, anger)
Upgrading started (J-ncrease confidence in ski11s,
hopeful )
summer job
School (anxiety, insecure and obsess with memory
loss, frust.rated, anger re: not believed)
Finances - conflict with SAP payment (frustration)

Positíve CriL-Lcal fncidents:
+ His ability to perform in math sub.jects
+ Performing well on the computer aptitude test
+ Recall of events surrounding t.he accident
+ Participation in Life Skills program
+ Moving into his orun apartment
* Getting his truck
+ Belief in God
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Negative Critical fncidents:
+ Unfair Lreatment by employers, specifically in his landscaping
work assessment
+ Memory loss (and perceived ongoing loss)
+ Insurance settlement - lengLh of Lime and 1ow amount of money
in the seLtlement
+ School stress - especially the fact Lhat there was a
disagreement about the nunber of days missed, and the financial
implication this had for getLing his money from CEIC
+ Job assessment at SGEU
* Lack of assistance in managing money
Assistance received and ra_ting given:
+ Parent.s supporL (financial) = Helpful
+ Financial (SAP) = Helpful but iL has also been very

frustrating;

+ Counselling = Helpful (ü/RC and Mental HealLh)
+ llork placements = Helpful (some were unhelpful such as

SGEU or
Lhe landscaping)
+ Evaluation = H (especially computer aptitude test)
+ Life Skills = H (especially for self-esteem)
+ Educational upgrading = Ilelpful to get grade 12, but stressful
and frustrating

Desired assistance:

assistance especially when he first
started living on his own
+ More in-depth counselling
+ l,fore specific evaluation and opportunity to self-evaluate
Cognitive training.

@nt

+

+ CogniLive and l4emory impairment - thinks iL'11 take another 3
to 5 years Lo recover; wonders if he could take the stress of
full-time work or whet.her iL would negatively affecL his memorv
and cognitive functioning.
+ Physical - weak after the injury and hospitalization; also
some visual and hearing impairment.
+ Psychological - easily frustrated, less paLi-enL

Goals/future plans:
+ CompuLer oriented career such as
+ Possibly travel

CAD

manufacturing
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z

Time line:
sepDec.87: Injury and hospiLaLizaLíon (boredom, depression,
anxious)
Jan/BB: Hospital d/c (hopeful, happy, relief)
Friends support (accepted)
Spe/ ti-uing at home (boredom, depression)
Sum.BB: No driving license (1oss independence and mobility,
depression)
Fa/BB: Vocational counselling and evaluaLion (hopeful)
Job search, no activj-ties right now, delaying until
spring

Positive Critical Incidents:
+ Discharge from hospital

*

Move

to

Regina

(his

rom insurance and pension

own aparLment)

Negative Critical Incidents:
+ The accident and being hospitalized

+ Living at home with his mom following hospitaL d/c
+ Not having his driving license
+ Realization of need to change from outdoor work to indoor
Assistance recei-ved and

r+orlc

rating given:

+ Counselling (I'JRC) = Ilelpful
+ Evaluation (l'/RC) = Ilelpful
Desired assistance:

+ Cognitive training on memory
+ Job search skills naybe next spring
Perceived effect qf in.iury on being unemployed:
+ Physical - loss of balance - major reason for being unemployed
+ Cogniti-ve - some rnemory loss and loss of concentration

Goals/future plans:
+ Upgrading
+ Have a job or be in school sometime in the spring
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line:
mÆ0:-IqJury - no conments on feelings immed. post-ínjury
Spg/Af: Bought house in Regina (positive, independence,
Time

Sum/
f.a/9l:
pa/BL:

security)

Job search activities: (anxiety
anxious re what he could do now

re $$, frustrated and
for a job, insecure re:

abilities)
First job (independence, security re: $$, became bored
with the routine of the work)
lay/AZ: Loss job (anxious, frustration, insecure, worri-ed abouL
$$, loss confidence re: abilities, depression, anger)
Sun/fa/ social assistance (anger, frust.ration, shame, loss selfr+in/83: esteem)
Job search activiLies (frustrat,ion, loss confidence and
worth, depressÍon, anxious)
Educational upgrading? (don'L know the tirne for this,
could also be after Lhe Cooperators job, but it did
happen and took about a year)
I9B4/85:Job with Cooperators: (hopeful, soon felt discriminated
against re: salary and job duties, loss confidence)

1986/87:Life skills: - (encouraged, increased confidence and
self-esteem)
- Work placements, work adjustment - (discouraged,
depression, loss self-esteem)
Jan/88: Job with Indian Affairs (increase confidence, selfesteem, security, accepted, structure to day, meaning,
sense

of

achievement)

Positive Critical Incidents:
+ Sold his house (apparently for a good price) in
+ Bought house in Regina
* First job following the injury
* GetLing Lhe job aL Cooperators
+ GeLting his present job and continuing with iL
+ Encouraged/supported by co-workers (employers)

Vancouver

Negative Critical Incidents:
+ Being unemployed - financial concerns, nothing to
+ Being disabled so that he cantt do his former job

do

or similar
type of work
+ Being laid off from his provincial government job (first job)
led to financial

concerns

+ Being on social assisLance
+ Unfair treatment and low \4rages at CooperaLors
+ Routíne and boring work

r57

Assistance and rating_&iven:

to

Lake

in

time

social

but found it shameful to be forced

assisLance
+ Counselling = No Difference,

but he does say earlier thaL the
counsellor got him going every now and then, encouraging him to
keep trying
+ Evaluation = No Difference
+ lJork orientation and some training on the job = Helpful
+ I'lork assessments and work placements - some were Helpful and
some did not, make any difference.
+ Educational upgrading = Helpful since iL gave him his grade 12
+ Job Finding Club = No Difference, stated he was just putting
+ Employers/co-workers t encouragement = Helpful
+ Affirmative Action = Helpful (gave him opportunities to get
jobs

)

Desired assist.ance:
ffi

Perceived
used

to

effect of injury on being unemployed:

Goals/future plans:

ry

d of work he

do

¡ol, possibly work his

way up
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Time

line:
r":ury

and hospitalization
Therapy
-My/90:
- some recovery (hopeful, encouraged)
l4ay/86: Beginning of evaluation and job trials at SAC (hopeful)
Spg/gO: Bought house (independence' control)

Jãils

sPe/
Sum/87: Ending

of job trials: (discouraged, loss control at
choosing direction of job trials, depersonalizaLion at
not being consulting re: type of job trials and feeling
he was not dealt with honestly i.e. job outcome,
rejected from job possibilities, loss confidence, loss
self-worth, depressed, anxious)
Sep/87: Job (unpaid work assessment) at ne\^/ company: (hopeful,
encouraged, increase confidence, increase self-esteem)
Dec/87: Got his driving license (control, independence)
Feb/88: Pain and suffering setLlement from I^/CB (happy), bought
his Lruck wiLh the rnoney (control, independence)
Mar/88: Lost work placement at Pro-Ag (anxieLy, depression, loss
meaning, loss confidence, loss self-worth, frust.ration)
Pensioned off by I,ICB - (frustration and anger, loss
meaning and feeling useless, loss confídence and selfworth)
Sum/BB: Yard work - activity giving sLructure Lo days
(enjoyment of outdoors, enjoyment of something to do)
Sn/ta/Bg: Upon reflection of rehab/vocational management,
(frustration, loss conLrol)
Fall/BB: Volunteer work - (dissatisfaction, isolation, no
social peers, 1ow self-worth)
No Job Search activities - (discouraged, frustrated)
No social group - (isolated -rnisfit or dífferent)

PosiLive Critical Incidents:

aking some recovery

+ Financial settlement for pain and suffering
+ Buying his own house and truck
+ Momrs help and support, throughout recovery time and sLill
ongoing

+ Beginning of job trials
+ Beginning of assessmenL aL Pro-Ag
+ Getting his driverrs license
+ Keeping busy with yardwork around the

house

Critical Incidents:
+ Job trials arranged by SAC - the poor timing of Lhem; the
lack of involvement by him i.e. ít was arranged without,
NegaLive

1s9

consulting him as Lo interest areas; the implied frustration
none of these job trials 1ed to a real job
+ Rehab. managemenL (i.e. by l^iCB worker)
+ Being pensioned off
+ Loss of job (work assessment) at Pro-Ag
+ Volunteer work
+ No social peers/ social group
+ Slowed thinking processes

with the fact Lhat

Assistance received and rating given:
+ Counselling = No Difference (interview with a psychologist)
+ Evaluation (SAC) = No Difference
+ Financial (IVCB insurance) = Helpfu1
+ tr^/ork placements (job trials) = Unhelpful? No Difference?
Desired assistance:

@reer
+ Job t.rials should
injury

inLerest
have been

later on rather than so

soon

after

+ Cognitive training
+ Life skills
+ EducaLion -possibly drafting
+ Job search skills
Perceived effect of injurv on being unemploved:
+ Physical - slowed notor responses
+ Speech - sti11 somewhaL incoordinated
+ Psychological - gets anxious about things a lot of times
+ Cognitive - when asked directly, he said no; however, he
referred several tirnes to his "slow thinking" beíng a reason
for being unemployed, as well as contributíng to his loss of
social relationships

Goals/future plans:
+ Travelling
+ Possibly go to farming as a career si-nce he does have some
farming land which his father has been managing; so hers not
entirely closing Lhe door Lo future career possibilities but is
pretLy discouraged right now
+ Marriage, but doesntt seem to see this as very 1ike1y since
he doesntt have any place to meel anyone
+ Possibly learn computers as a hobby.
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line:
Mãñgz:lru'ury
Time

Aug/87: trãnsferred acuLe care Lo rehabilitation; felt he wasntt
getting anywhere (depressi-on, realization of losses due
to injury and subsequent unemployment - frustration or

anxiety, emotional pain or grieving)
l.¡g/87Aug/88: therapy with some improvement - (encouraged and
supported by therapists); Otherwise I expect that Lhis
time of rehab was also a time of depression and

realization of losses
- (hopeful, relief,

Aug/88: Hospital d/c
Aug/BB-

Nv/BB:

happy)

- reallzation of ability losses - (depression,
frusLration, anxiety, despair?, impatience aL recovery
time, inadequacy, loss self-worth, sadness, feeling

Home

useless )

Vocat.ional counselling and evaluation (encouraged,
hopeful )
Music/drumming - (hope, activity or structure,
determination)
Oct/BB: Cosmetic surgery (happy, increase confidence?)
187 Nv/gS: family support (feeling supported)
Nov/BB: Waiting for work training to begin (hopeful, anxious)

l4ar

Posit,ive Critical Incidents:
+ Hospital discharge
+ Therapists I encouragement
+ Vocational counselling and evaluation
+ Practice with his music - drumming
+ Support from family
NegaLive Critical Incidents:
+ Loss of ability to do things

+ Loss of

i.e.

around the house

memory

* Length of recovery Eime
+ Being unemployed - this seems to
of ability Lo "do thingstr
+ Boredorn and loss of structure
Assistance

be associated

with the loss

recei@

+ Counselfing (hrRC) = No Difference (but stated it will make a
difference, so seems to be equating taking the work training as

161

the proof of the outcome of the counselling; so it sounds like

iL

has already helped some)

+ Evaluation (!fRC) = Helpful, gave him a betLer idea of what he
could do now
+ Family support = Helpful for morale boosters
Desíred assistance:

him choose a profession or Lrainíng;
+ Cognitive training - states he did not receive (alLhough
observer states he had exLensive cognítive therapy in
occupational therapy)
+ Work skills training - looking forward to it

@p

Perceived effect of ín.ìurv:
+ Physical - weakness; sLill going to the Paul Schwann centre
for fitness training; impaired coordination keeps hím from being
as good at drumming as he used to be.
+ Cognitive - memory sLi11 poor
* Emotíonal - "nothing affecLing employment"

Goals/future plans:

hopeful ttt.heytt can teach him one but
not sure whaL it might be
+ Some Lravelling (Vegas)

ffi-

he I s

r62
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Time Line:

DE-c;T;--

Mr/88: HospitaLízaELon, initíal adjustment to injury
(confusion, reaLizaEíon of disability, anxiety, struggle
Lo recover, determined, depression re: memory loss)
l4ar/88

-Mylgg: Hospital d/c (hopeful, relief)
Home - (loss structure, anxiety re: lIE, kepL busy with
things around home, uncertainty)
Jne/88: Temporary job (increase confidence, increase selfwort.h, security re : $$
Jly/gg: End of job (depression, anxiety)
Started job search - deLermined
Aug/88: got driving license again (p1eased, increase confidence)
Oct/
Nov/88: Accepted for cemenL classes, started classes and doing
well; this is somehow associated with the promise or
hope of a job wiLh the upgrader again - his former
employer (happy, excited, hopeful, increased confidence
and self-esteem, optimistic, supported by friends and
family )

Positíve Critical Incidents:

ccupation with possible raise in
salary
+ Discharge from hospiLal
+ Offer of job at the oi1 upgrader
* Getting driver I s license
+ Getting accepted inLo the cement course and doing well
+ SupporL from family and friends (and personal values of work
and struggle)

CriLical fncidents:
+ Loss of memory
+ Ending of temporary job at upgrader
+ Part-time work, Lherefore financial concerns
NegaLive

Assistance Received and Rating gíven:

+ I.lork skills training (cement classes) = Helpful
+ Friends and family support = Helpful
Desired assistance:

and evaluation referred to his ability to
@g
talk so didnrt think he needed any.
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Perceived effect of injury on being unemployed:
+ Although he had physical disability (slight hemiplegia) mild
speech impairment, memory difficulties, he did not feel these
had really been a barrier to becoming employed. In fact he felt
as though he had become a better person so psychologically the
effect had been positive rather than negaLive.

Goals/future career plans:
+ Finish cement classes
+ Get a job with the upgrader using his new skills and making a
good salary
+ Buy own house and furniture
+ Back-up plan to go back to mechanícs if the cement finishing

didntt work out
Dream of living on the

+

farm

r64
#B4z

Time line:
ävÆ-o--

Win/80: Injury, initial hosp., initial adjustment to injury with
memory loss, physical loss (depression, grief)
I^l/80-81: Therapy and some recovery (determination to "deinstitutionalize'f, anger at being unemployed)
Lg9l/9z: Continued outpatient therapy for some time;
reaLízaLion of disability and unemployment (anger at
loss of job and perceived lack of assist,ance in getting
a job, fear of non-acceptance by oLhers, insecurity
about his abilities physical and memory, loss
confidence, 1ow self-worth, depression, frustration,
confusion re: disclosure about the injury, isolation -being different or menLally retarded or dumb)
spg/83: Life skills (increased confidence in his abilíLies,
increased self-esLeem, encouraged, supported)
spg/sum/83 to
fa/87: Encouragement from sister and friends (supported,
encouraged, hopeful)
f.a/83spg/85: Upgrading for grade 12 (hopeful, determined)
spg/
sum/85: Job search activities (discouraged, persistenL,
supported by friends)

Realization of poor 1egal advice earlier post-injury

(frusLratíon,

anger)

f.a/wj-n/

Bible college (searching for direction, somewhat
positive experience)
1986/87:Job search activities including some temporary jobs
(determined, discouraged, supported by fríends and
family, 1ow self-confidence)
f.a/87: Job finding club (increased confidence in abilities,

86/87:

CBC

increase self-esteem)
1986/88: Helpíng others (increased self-esLeem, openness
confidence, self-acceptance)
Mar/88: Job with SGI, fulltime then part-time (increased
confidence, self-worth, sense of achievement,

and

Positive Critical Tncidents:
+ Being able to walk on his own again
+ Encouragement from sister and from friends about his abilíty
to work
+ His own deLerminati-on to ttde-institutionalize"
+ Life Ski11s program
+ Job Finding Club

16s

+ Gett.ing his presenL job and being able to cope with the job
demands

+ Being able to encourage other people who have been injured
are in hospital
Negative CriLical IncidenLs:
+ Physical handicap and cognitÍve

injury

disability following

and

the

+ Length of hospital stay
+ Loss of ability to participate in sports activities
+ Applying for jobs
+ Social situations
+ Realization of disabiliLy, especially "menlal"
+ Being unemployed, not bei-ng able to get a job
+ Lack of good legal advíce re: what he should do about suing
for damages/ consequent loss of opportunity to do so because of
the 1ega1 time limits
+ Sadness re: inability to find marriage partner
Assistance received and rating given:
+ Life ski11s = Helpful
+ Family support = Helpful
+ Education, upgrading -- Helpful
+ Financial (SGI) = Helpful (sfight); CEIC for educ. = Helpful
+ Counselling (CEIC) = No Difference from CEIC
+ EvaluaLion (CEIC) = ND
+ Life Skil1s = Helpful
+ hlork OrientaLion = Helpful
+ Job finding club = HelPful
Desired assistance:

@

+ Cognitive training
+ Longer life ski11s program
+ Longer job search class

effect of injury on being u
al situations +
trthinkingtt,
*
when
whether
this had
but
asked
CogniLive memory,
(cou1d
he
have
he
said
no
unemployed,
his
being
any effect on
meant his present job?)
+ Physical - leg injury (no sports, no heavy labour)
+ Psychological - early on, was angry and wanting someone out
there to give him a job
+ Speech - for the first two years or so
Perceived

Goals/future plans:

L66
+ SLay with job at SGI and work his
+ Possibly go into drug and alcohol
+ Marriage and family

lJay up

rehabilitation counselling
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